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checkpoint

T

his summer has come and gone rather quickly. I have
spent most of it working at Dr. Arleigh Reynolds' open
class sprint kennel and canine research facility and
moving into my new house in Two Rivers, AK (please see our new
address on opposite page). I started working with Dr. Reynolds
in 2013 at his kennel, and have continued under him as one of his
graduate students.
I apologize for the delay in sending this issue out. Hopefully, as
a tradeoff for tardiness with my work and move, I will be able to
share some exciting nutritional, training and racing strategies and
information that I have learned from world champion musher Dr.
Reynolds in coming issues. Also, my new neighborhood in Two
Rivers is a mushing hotbed where several Iditarod and Quest
champion live and train. It will be hard not to tap into the pipeline of
mushing experience and success of some neighboring kennels.
We have quite a few incredible stories and information in this
issue. One common thread between some of the exciting content,
is our contributors are (or were) top competitors in top races in
our sport. They are certainly people whom I look up to and will be
listening to what they have to say…
As many of you have heard, the mushing world recently lost an
icon and a great man in Joee Redington, Jr.. He passed away on
August 14th, an incredibly sad loss for me and so many others that
were fortunate to know him and call him a friend. We developed a
strong friendship over the last few years, and he was a great mentor
to many mushers, including myself. We talked dogs regularly and
followed many races together. He is the first person I called after
every race I completed. Over time, he came to share his lifestyle with
me as well–took me to the Tanana Spring Carnival for the sprint
races, went fishing last year for silver and chum salmon, and passed
along his old .308, which I got my first caribou with last December.
I miss him and his guidance and it was an honor to serve as an
honorary pall bearer for him.
It is fall, temperatures are dipping and several of my neighbors
and I started training in mid-August. The 2017-2018 season is now
upon us, and we are excited to be back at it again! So you should
expect your next issue very soon.

Myself, Joee Redington, Jr., and Todd Schallock at the 2016 Open North American. The North American was one of Joee's favorite races and after he retired from
racing, he would make the trip into Fairbanks from Manley to spectate the race,
and to watch the dogs he bred, raised and trained in many of the teams competing. Photo by Casey Thompson Photography

Jacob Witkop,
Editor-in-chief and fellow musher

3 easy ways to subscribe or renew!

1. go to mushing.com
2. fill out the form on page 25 and put it in the mail
3. call (315) 250-5930
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16
dogs
to
Nome
good dog care or just plain luck?
by Jessie Royer
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I

have been asked a lot about how I
was able to get all 16 dogs to Nome
in a very fast, competitive race in
a top position. Some have even asked
why I would want to do that! I will
have to agree with the latter as taking
16 dogs all the way to Nome is a lot of
work!
First off I want to say that while I was able to take my whole team
to Nome this year, dropping dogs is not a bad thing. Sometimes the
best interest of the dog is to be sent home if he is tired, sick, or injured.
Every musher wants the best for his or her canine teammates and
taking a dog beyond what he or she is capable does not help the team
as a whole. In past races I have sent many dogs home and those dogs

were able to compete/finish again the following year.
So how does one get their whole team to the finish line? There
are so many different ways to look at this I am not sure I can do it
justice. I would tell you it is not just good dog care and it is not only
luck although it does take a bit of both of those two things. I think it
goes farther back than that. How was the dog team set up to succeed
in training? Nutrition? Bloodlines and ages of the dogs? Attention to
detail both at home and during the race?

Run Older Dogs:
I will be the first to admit that I don’t get a lot of miles on the dogs
leading up to the race. With autumn in the Lower 48 often in the 70s
in November it is hard to train, so I like to do a lot of loose running
with the dogs. Because I don’t get a lot of miles on the dogs, I tend to
run older dogs. Most dogs are usually 3 years old before they make
my main team. Very seldom does a 2 year old ever race with me. Older
dogs know how to take care of themselves better and do not require
as much maintenance. The average age of my team can often be in the

16 Dogs to Nome continued on next page

Sunset approaching Elim. Photo by Jessie Royer
mushing magazine
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16 Dogs to Nome continued from previous page

6-9 years old range. Those older dogs are more hardened and tougher.

Genetics:

Very selective breeding is key, but then most of us do that. I only
like to breed my older, more proven dogs: dogs that eat like crazy, have
tough heads, and are not prone to injuries.

Checkpoint routines:
There are so many talented mushers out there that take such
wonderful care of their dogs. None of us would make it to Nome with
any number of dogs if we didn’t try and take the best care of our dogs.
I don’t believe I do any better than most mushers when it comes to
checkpoint routines. In fact, I think I am slower than most. I do a lot
of massaging, and try and be as detailed as I can in checking everyone
over. There are so many good supplements out there and different
things seem to work for different mushers, but one thing I have always
6
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found pretty important is probiotics. A healthy gut is the start to any
healthy dog.

Race Schedule:
For some people, when they get tired during the race, having a
schedule to look at is an important thing. While it may be good to have
an idea of what you want to do, don’t get hung up on a schedule. In
the 15 Iditarods I have run, I have never written up a schedule once. I
think it is even more important to know and read your dogs and what
they need as the race progresses.
I realize most of this is all pretty basic and not very detailed about
any one thing, but it is not just one thing that gets a whole team to
the finish. It is a whole lot of little things added up to make a bigger
picture. It is good dogs mixed in with good training and nutrition, with
as good of dog care as we can offer, stirred in with a little bit of luck. •
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ne of the transportation companies to transported by dog team along the full
r the winter mail. This was particularly length of the Klondike Trail from Lake Benlong the route of the Yukon Telegraph net to Dawson City. Hundreds of pounds
hich ran north to Atlin and eventually of letter mail consisting of thousands of letters made their way up and down the Yukon
wson City.
ing the various gold rushes, when there River in a dog sled. Only first class mail
massive influxes of “foreign” gold crazy was hauled by dog team, there was no room
eders, governments were desperate to for junk mail, that could wait for the summer
ish jurisdiction over their territory. This when the sternwheelers were in operation.
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nd the Klondike Gold Rush in both the U.S. postal services, and in the early days,
and Alaska Territories. A fascinating the private freighters as well.
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ng that post offices were established day covers can be ordered from both inside
r respective territories at key boundary and outside of Canada. When the stamp
ansportation crossroads. The Canadi- is issued on May 13, 2011, it will be posvernment also ensured that the North- sible to purchase by visiting the Canada Post
Mounted Police as well as a group sol- website at: www.canadapost.ca/collecting
known as the Yukon Field Force were (English) or www.postescanada.ca/collecnt to protect sovereignty, to collect du- tion (French). Information will be posted on
nd as it turned out, to sort and deliver the website about purchasing on-line or via
ail. It seemed like in the early days, phone. In Canada interested persons may
ederal government employee qualified go to their local post office. It might not be
a bad idea to go early and ask the local
ome a postmaster.
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rst day covers
aswith
youa will
need. • 16 dogs. Photo by Jessie Royer
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Jessie Royer splits her time between her property
in Fairbanks and family ranch in Montana. She gets
a good start of fall training in the cool temperatures
in Alaska and moves the dogs down to Montana
in October. Fall training in Montana can often be
derailed by warm temperature. Jessie makes up
for the disruption with lots of free running. Jessie
and her team run tours at Triple Creek Ranch in
December and January. All her dogs run in the tours
which are 11 miles and are driven by guides and
guests. As Jessie and her Iditarod dogs are the draw
for the tours, she doesn’t get many opportunities to
take her racing dogs on long training runs. Usually
in January and February she will enter a couple
teams in mid-distance races in the Lower 48, like
the Race to the Sky and Eagle Cap Extreme.
This year, with 1200 miles on her dogs, she
decided to run the 2017 Yukon Quest as a training
run for Iditarod. Although considered a rookie in her
first Quest, Jessie started the race as a well-known
Iditarod contender with 14 finishes, including four
top 10 finishes and 2001 Rookie of the Year. While
many fans were initially disappointed that she was
running a conservative Quest, she emerged as a fan
favorite when she stormed to the finish in 8th place
with 12 of her 14 dogs, averaging over 9 1/2 mph for
the 73 mile run from Two Rivers to the finish.
She took 11 of her Quest finishers and 5 other
veterans to the Iditarod. Before the race she said
if she could avoid bad luck she should have a top 5
team and should finish with most or all of the dogs
she started with. Jessie avoided bad luck in the 2017
Iditarod finishing with all 16 dogs in 5th place, with
the 7th fastest finish in race history. Jessie won the
Alaska Airlines Leonhard Seppala Humanitarian
award and the Most Inspirational Musher award.
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The manual on dog team
transportation...from 1941.
by Helen Hegener

W

hen Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race founder Joe Redington, Sr.
went to work for the U. S. military in Alaska, doing recovery
work at remote crash sites with his team of strong sled dogs,
he may very well have had a copy of a thin, 77-page government-issued
book in his sled bag, a WWII Field Manual, FM 25-6, titled “Dog Team
Transportation,” published by the War Department in 1941. The small
book, designed for use in the field, covered everything necessary to
mushing a team, from types of dogs used; types of harnesses, collars,
sleds, and hitch configurations, with detailed illustrations of each;
how to feed and care for the dogs, and how to manage kennels; First
Aid for dogs, with instructions on caring for common dog diseases;
transportation of dog teams and equipment; and specific details on
how items such as ammunition and machine guns should be packed
on dog sleds. It was, in short, a concise and very thorough guide to
mushing.
The 1941 manual was an updating of an even earlier version,
published in 1926, which was patterned after the classic “Manual of
Pack Transportation,” written by the legendary packmaster Henry W.
Daly of the Quartermaster Corps, in 1910. Daly’s manual was written
for packing Army mules, but the concept and presentation carried
over to the sled dog manual is obvious.
An article titled “The Army Care Specialist, Past, Present, and
Future,” published in the U. S. Army Medical Department Journal
in May, 2013, explains a bit of military dog history: “American
Expeditionary Forces of WWI had no organized canine units. The
French and Belgian armies provided U. S. forces with dogs used for
casualty, messenger, and guard duty. Prior to WWII the U. S. military
had 50 sled dogs in Alaska and 40 dogs used in Admiral Byrd’s
Antarctic Expedition. An official, systemic dog program did not exist.
In January, 1942, Congress enacted “Dogs for Defense Inc.,” and on
March 13, 1943, the U. S. Quartermaster Corps established the K-9
Corps.”
As noted in the article, the first significant Army manual devoted
specifically to the care and training of war dogs was the aforementioned
Field Manual FM 25-6: Dog Team Transportation (1941).
During the First and Second World Wars, and for many wars and
engagements in between and since, sled dog teams proved a vital asset
to soldiers in the field. A good sled dog team could transport weapons,
supplies, and equipment; carry casualties and wounded soldiers off
the battlefield; and deliver communications and do important scouting
and surveillance work. Alaskan Scotty Allan’s Allan & Darling Kennels
provided 106 sled dogs for the French efforts in WWI, with three of
the dogs being awarded the Croix de Guerre, France’s highest military
honor, for their actions in combat.
The Alaska Territorial Guard, formed under Major Marvin “Muktuk”
Marston, travelled thousands of miles with sled dog teams during
WWII, scouting and transferring munitions and supplies to remote
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locations. Search and rescue, and recovery teams such as Redington’s,
proved invaluable. One of the most famous rescue efforts was 1942’s
Lost Squadron, when six P-38 fighters and two B-17 bombers were
forced to make an emergency landing on an icefield in Greenland.
The pilots and crew were rescued by dog teams before the planes were
buried under 300 feet of snow and ice. Fifty years later, in 1992, one
of the planes, the P-38 Lightning “Glacier Girl,” was recovered and
restored to flying condition.
The field manual “Dog Team Transportation” is an interesting study
in the history of mushing. Dog teams are classified as fast-moving
"Messenger teams" and the slower "Freight teams", and drivers are
cautioned, “Messenger teams should not be overloaded and forced to
slower gaits. A slower gait soon becomes habitual with them and fast
service cannot be resumed.”
For courier service, “an alert, long-legged, rangy type” of dog was
preferred, while “a dog of sturdy conformation, blocky, short-coupled,
and stolid, however nimble, will not be able to keep up with fast dogs
on long trips and should be employed for freighting with slower dogs,”
and “very large, heavy, and slow-moving freight dogs are not well
adapted to military use.”
The preferable “all-purpose sled dog” is then described in detail:
“Short-haired, weighing from 80 to 95 pounds, “with exacting
measurements (“height, shoulder to ground, 24 to 28 inches, chest
to ground, 15 to 19 inches; length, shoulder to root of tail, 24 to 30
inches...”) and desirable traits (“large feet and sturdy, straight hind
legs as viewed from the rear,” and “prick ears preferably to lop ears...”).
And of course, “they should be alert, smart, and quick-moving.”
Hitching is described for both tandem and pairs, with explanations
such as: “A combat sled loaded with light machine guns or trench
mortars accompanying troops should be narrow and may conveniently
be drawn by a team in tandem hitch. The dogs readily learn to follow a
beaten trail walking behind a column on snowshoes.”
The equipment descriptions are detailed and fascinating: “Dog
harness is made of leather, webbing, canvas, or native-tanned skins,
and, with the exception of the collars, which are made over a steel
or rattan ring, can readily be made by the kennel personnel. Collars
should be purchased as they are available commercially. In Alaska,
harness is sometimes made of skins tanned with the hair on so as to
bring the fur side next to the dog, but these native-tanned skins are
not available in quantity and therefore are not to be considered for
military use.”
Harness construction is detailed and illustrated, as are sleds,
although the book notes, “The services of an experienced wheelwright
and a shop equipped with steam pressure for bending wood are
necessary to build sleds to the following specifications...,” and the
specifications are exacting and precise.
The field manual “Dog Team Transportation” is readily available
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online, in many different formats, from
reprintings to free downloadable PDFs,
and from Google Books to the entire
book on CD, and an Internet search for
the title quickly brings up the options.
It’s an excellent addition to any musher’s
bookshelf, and a delightful gift for
mushing enthusiasts.
Helen Hegener is the author of The First
Iditarod, The Yukon Quest Trail, The All
Alaska Sweepstakes, and over a dozen
other titles. Visit her website at www.
northernlightmedia.com
REFERENCES:
ONLINE:
Dog Team Transportation PDF:
http://www.6thcorpscombatengineers.
com/docs/FieldManualsWWII/
FM%2025-6%20(%20Basic%20
Field%20Manual%20Dog%20
Team%20Transportation%20).pdf
also: https://ia601300.us.archive.org/7/
items/Fm25-6-nsia/Fm25-6.pdf
Alaskan War Dogs: Heroism
Defined, by Jack Waid, 354th
Fighter Wing Historian, Eielson
Air Force Base, Alaska:
http://eielson.ef.mil/News/
Commentaries/Display/Article/642651/
alaskan-war-dogs-heroism-defined
Animal Transportation Article List:
http://www.military-info.com/
Aphoto/Subjectlist/A005.htm
BOOKS:
Dog Team Transportation, FM 25-6,
Basic Field Manual, prepared under the
direction of the Chief of Infantry (U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1941)
Dean, Charles L. Soldiers and Sled Dogs:
A History of Military Dog Mushing
(University of Nebraska Press, 2005)
Daly, H.W. Manual of Pack
Transportation (U.S. Army
Quartermaster Corps, 1910)
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Did Dallas' sled lose him the
race?
by Jake Witkop

larger top compartment, fits 1 dog

front top compartment

side compartment, fits 2 dogs
Iditarod 2017 Rule 17:
Dog Maximums and Minimums:
The maximum number of dogs a
musher may start the race with is
sixteen (16) dogs. A musher must
have at least twelve (12) dogs on the
line to start the race. At least five (5)
dogs must be on the towline at the
finish line. No dogs may be added to a
team after the re-start of the race. All
dogs must be either on the towline
or hauled in the front sled only and
cannot be led behind the sled or
allowed to run loose. All dogs must be
on the towline at the start and re-start.
All dogs must be visually presented at
the checkpoints to the checker when
checking in.
10 may/june
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W

ith the post-2016 Iditarod ruling
that no mandatory gear or dogs
could be carried in a trailer
behind a musher’s sled, the table was set for
innovation to find ways to haul dogs in the
sled. While Dallas has stated he isn’t a fan of
some of the gear inventions other mushers
-Dallas Seavey, Mushing Magazine interview
have come up with because dogs are the
(Nov/Dec 2015)
true driving force behind his wins, he found
himself at the forefront of discussion about
innovation in the 2017 Iditarod by constructing the ultimate mushing trinket - a sled made of
carbon fiber and Kevlar.
The all-black sled, which Dallas likened to an F-22 stealth fighter plane, contained several
rigid compartments: lower kennel-like compartments for hauling dogs and others above for
gear. The front of the sled sled had two top compartments and one side compartment. The one

“Our equipment doesn’t
change a lot. A lot of
mushers develop very visible
things: sleds, gear, trinkets.
Mushers love trinkets…”
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rectangular cooker

sit-down comparment, fits 2 dogs

near the brush bow was small, and the other
compartment could fit one dog inside. There
was another compartment on the side of the
sled, which was exclusively for hauling one or
two dogs.
On the sit-down portion, the top opened up
(after removal of several bungees) and there
was another doggy door on the side, which
could accommodate two dogs. On the back of
the sit-down portion was a rectangular cooker,
another innovation designed to increase
efficiency (see image on page 12). He carried
a cooler for mixing meat and water from the
cooker for dog meals. The meat was sliced
thin for quick thawing, and he whacked slices

apart with his ax, which utilized a section of
ultralight hockey shaft for a handle. He also
carried closed-cell camping style foam pads
for cushion in the kennel-like compartments,
which were topped off with some straw. The
foam pads were the first layer of insulation/
cushion not just while dogs rode in his sled,
but also at times for camping, to conserve as
many calories as possible.
When the sled created a splash in the news
at the start of the Iditarod, we were told it
could hold 4 dogs at a time, but it turned out
to hold 5, as noted while we watched Dallas
leave the Manley checkpoint. Video of this
can be found on the Mushing Magazine

Facebook page. It was clear that Dallas had
practiced loading the dogs, because they
showed little hesitation about hopping in
the sled compartments. Interestingly, Mitch
Seavey had a bit more of a challenge putting
one of his dogs in the bag of his sled prior to
leaving Manley.
Some think that Dallas’ commitment to
the strategy of hauling dogs was what lost
him the race. Here are a few arguments we’ve
heard from mushers and armchair analysts.

Slow trail = more effort:

Due to the heavy snowfall in Interior
Alaska prior to the Iditarod, Dallas was

Did Dallas' sled lose him the race? cont'd next page
mushing magazine
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Did Dallas' sled lose him the race? cont'd from prev page

A rectangular cooker maximizes the surface area of the metal
cooker exposed to the heat from the flame and heats water
faster than the widely-used round cookers. Photo courtesy of
Zachariah Hughes/Alaska Public Radio Network.

actually considering leaving his sled home
prior to the race.
Earlier temperatures, dipping down to
-50F at night from the start to Tanana, caused
the trail to slow because of the friction from
the cold. If you have ever run dogs in the
cold like this, you will hear the grinding/
squeaking sound of your runners as the
snow literally scratches against the runners.
Increased friction from deep cold can feel like
you’re “running on sandpaper”. By hauling
your dog power in such conditions, you’d have
less power on the line, and more weight in the
sled, which would even further magnify the
friction under the runners, and increase the

Attention readers!
We've moved to the
mushing hotbed of
Two Rivers, AK!
Please note our new
address: PO Box 16183
Two Rivers, AK 99716

12 may/june
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pulling effort required of each dog.
The slow trail from Tanana to
Huslia, and Huslia to Koyukuk is
not travelled frequently, so the trail
was punchy, especially as more
teams traveled over it, causing it
to crumble. Ryan Redington, who
finished 14th and won the Most
Improved award, said he hauled
an 80-lb dog between Tanana and
Ruby, and the extra weight in the
sled made for difficult sled driving
as the sled would fall off the trail.
Hauling extra dogs during this
stretch of trail could have caused
cumulative fatigue.
Dallas opted to take his
mandatory 24-hr rest in Ruby, so
the teams that passed by Ruby and
took their “24” further down the
trail may have made the trail more
crumbly by the time he was up and
running again.

Dallas hauled dogs in his big
sled for too long.

Dallas used his new sled until
Kaltag, where he dropped one dog
and left with a 12-dog team and his
much lighter “normal” sled. It is possible that
hauling the extra weight for that far down the
trail was too much for too long. According to
the Iditarod website, Kaltag is 633 miles into
a 979 mile race, so he was hauling dogs for ⅔
of the race.

and some people like to think that there was
some mistake, such as his new sled, that
resulted in the loss. However, it is likely that
his sled did maximize his team’s potential,
and that at the same time his dad was setting
new boundaries that were out of reach for
Dallas and his team. After all, Dallas did beat
his own record from the previous year. So
perhaps our conversation should not be “how
did Dallas lose?”, but “how did Mitch win?”.
Recently, Iditarod Trail Committee (ITC)
ruled narrowly, in a 4-3 vote, that no dogs can
be carried behind the handlebars of a sled.
This will be interesting to watch, as mushers
create another "trinket" to work around this
rule. If one thing is certain, we will be at the
start line to see what innovations will happen
next. Thus far, hauling dogs appears to a
fruitful tactic for the top placing mushers.•

Iditarod Rule 46:
Hauling Dogs
A musher can only carry dogs in front
of his/her racing sleds' handlebars. The
musher may not allow any of their dogs
to be hauled by another team. Dogs must
be hauled in a humane fashion and must
be covered if conditions require, at the
Race Judges/Race Marshal’s discretion.

Mitch and his team were better.

Mitch had a superior dog team matched
with an aggressive race schedule. The idea
of running an Iditarod in just over 8 days is
beyond incredible and unprecedented, as he
shattered Dallas’ 2016 record by quite a bit
[Note: though the race route was different
than the one Dallas set his record on, there
is debate as to which
route
is
faster].
Mitch was able to
accomplish this by
running a team from
Fairbanks to Nome
with average moving
speeds of 9-10 mph.
In an era of the
Iditarod that has
been dominated by
Dallas, it almost felt
like he was infallible,

Underdog 30-22
Available at
Cold Spot Feeds, Fairbanks
(907) 457-8555
Underdog Feeds, Wasilla
(907) 373-6851
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Training for Speed
by Dawn Brown

C

urrent winning speeds for championship races on good to
excellent trail surfaces are about 22 mph or slightly faster for
races of 6 miles or less, 21 to 22 mph for 7 to 9 miles, and 20 to
21 mph for distances up to 12 miles. Open class races are varied, some
as short as twelve miles outside of Alaska; you still need to be running
19 to 20 mph at 16 to 20 miles. Events of longer distances see it slowing
a tad more to around 18 mph for the 25-27 mile events. Warm weather,
hills, and poorer trail conditions all influence race times, but these are
the speeds you need to be aiming for in 2018.
Teaching dogs to run fast at paces that win sprint races is in fact a
very, very small part of what it takes to put together a championship
team.
First and foremost is the requirement that you have leaders who are
able, or more importantly willing, to string out the towline at that kind
of pace. These dogs are rarely for sale and it is critical that you always
have the development of good race leaders as part of your breeding
and training programs. I am very conservative when bringing along
young leaders. Taking a promising young dog and expecting it to run
by everything that a race, or even a training run can throw at them
at high speeds is a process that I prefer to take in baby steps. Yes, the
elite ones will be of that special sort that handle it and go on to become
great dogs in spite of sloppy training, but those dogs are few and far
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between. You will ruin a lot of other good potential leaders by asking
to measure up to that bar, and even a large breeding program isn’t
going to produce a large volume leaders that are “born bombproof”.
Speed is something I rarely ask for when the dogs are in harness;
my dogs get most of their fast running either playing or racing. My
opinion is that too much sled training at race speeds will leave the
dogs overtrained or injured when the race that means the most to you
rolls up on the calendar.
Using loose running is a very good way for dogs to stretch out and
get this kind of conditioning. It is fun, it is easy on their minds, and will
also culture some cross-training benefit as they will change speed and
direction frequently. People have all sorts of ways to accomplish this;
my preferred way is to simply turn small groups loose on my property
to run and play. This is completely unstructured and how I exercise
the dogs for most of the offseason. The biggest problem I encounter
with this technique is risk of injury, and for this reason I cut back on
the loose running quite a bit when I start working the dogs in harness
in the fall. Everything from sprained or broken toes to catastrophic
lacerations can occur when a group of dogs starts racing each other.
Quite frankly, the increased risk of injury applies to any sort of loose
running or speedwork that I’ve seen people employ. The other negative
to this method is that it takes time to teach to dogs to immediately
come when called, and there are some types of
sled dogs that I would never risk turning loose
because of their tendencies to take off and go
on a walkabout. For those types you will need
a very large fenced-in enclosure. One of the
reasons I have the type of dogs that I do is that
they are tuned in to me, and will happily come
bounding in when I ask them to. This training
starts when they are about 6 weeks old and
gets reinforced over their lifetime. Another
negative is lack of consistency: some dogs are
just happier puttering around and sniffing the
flowers.
In harness I do not ask for race speeds until
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I have good trail conditions. I rarely go much
above 16 or 17 mph for my first month of fall
training in harness. My dirt training is rough
enough that I won’t even consider broaching
race speeds until there is some packed snow
on it, and I might let them see 18 or 19 mph
starting in November for very short distances
(maybe a few hundred yards) if the surface
is safe and they are feeling good. When I get
on snow and the trail is good (usually late
December), I will start incorporating fast
running into a few workouts. I will wait for
a day when they are feeling very good, and
before they get tired, mat them down to about
14 mph and then call them up and let them go
at 19 or 20, faster if they want to, for perhaps
a hundred yards before I get back on the mat
and tell them to go easy. The idea is that they
are pulled back off the speed before they are
tired, and they are only asked to go when they
are amped up and asking for more. The first
few times you try this, do it early in the run,
the first mile or two is the best place to teach
it. Pick consistent commands for the slow
down/speed up so they attach them to the
behaviors you want.
This technique becomes a game where they
are trying to guess where we get to go fast,
and when they are really getting fit I can tell
through the driving bow when they want to
floor it. As we get deeper into the season (and
be aware the races I emphasize are for the
most part in March), I will allow the periods
of sustained speed to lengthen out to a mile
or a mile and half, but usually not more than

www.howlingdogalaska.com
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It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:
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Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.

2006, 2015, 2016 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006, 2007 Diavik 150 Yellowknife • WIN
2005, 2007 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...
that before I mat them down again. We are
racing on weekends by now, and the demands
of a hard race require recovery during the
week, so I am careful not to over do it.
Another behavior that crops up with the
speed game is anticipation at certain points on
the training trail where they have learned the
game is likely to go in favor of a sprint. I had
better be ready to play when we get there (this
is not a place to be adjusting your ruff or your
neck warmer)! If I get to one of these points
and there is no surging, something is up and
that day is NOT the day to push them. It’s a
day to get back to yard or the dog truck, take
a good long look at the dogs and try to figure
out why they are flat. It might be illness, or
tiredness, but very often it’s just an “off day.”
Any human who competes in athletics knows

exactly what I’m talking about... conditions
are favorable for a really good effort, but it’s
just not there. Be observant, but don’t let it get
you down too much. It happens to everyone
and the best thing to do is to take it easy. Keep
the mat down, or better yet, set the hook, go
up and pet them and break things up a bit.
I don’t buy the idea that you are rewarding
“bad behavior” by taking it easy on a good
team having a bad day. For the most part, they
don’t generalize very well from what happens
when they are stopped to what happens when
they are moving. I do know that if you push
them in these situations you are going to end
up disappointed, and they are going to go
farther in the hole of illness, tiredness, etc.
They very well may be better off with a couple
days of rest than another hard training run.•
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To booty or not to booty?
by Jake Witkop

W

hile distance mushers almost always boot,
conditions don’t always mandate the use of booties
in shorter races. Sometimes, the decision to boot or
not can cost you a race.
Good guidelines for using booties at races:
While following the Wyoming Stage Stop, one important
consideration is whether teams should booty or not, given the
varied trail conditions and distances. Here are a few factors
that all of us have run into (when deciding whether to booty):
•
prevention: time for recovery before next heat, stage,
or race
•
snow conditions, temperature, distance (the issue of
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whether to booty or not is not as visible in distance
since they almost always boot their dogs)
•
genetics and your particular dog’s history
Now, there could be pages and pages of information that
could come out of the aforementioned reasons and bootying in
general; however, here are some helpful pointers I have picked
up from the Streepers and the Cheziks. Both outfits are highly
competitive and are at the forefront of dog care.
Streepers don’t booty during races, but booty every
training run right before Stage Stop.
Terry Streeper (from a previously unpublished interview
in 2015):
“Six years ago at Alpine, we got hurt real bad. We booted
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dogs and the dogs came in with tennis balls
on their wrists (snow balled up near the
velcro). We got beat by fifteen minutes so we
said that we are not booting at a race again.
We hadn’t up until last year at the Gichigami
race and it was 40 below and we fissured
some dogs up. So we bootied a couple of times
that Stage Stop and it didn’t affect things that
much; so we have changed our outlook a little
bit. We won’t be so afraid of putting boots on,
if the conditions warrant it.”

“We won’t be so
afraid of putting
boots on, if
the conditions
warrant it.”

-Terry Streeper

Fast forward to this year’s first stage
Pedigree Stage Stop. Terry said, “We didn’t
boot. It had rained a few days before the race.
They took a groomer out there that flattened
the trail but didn’t pack it. It cooled off, then
30 snowmachines with paddle tracks ground
it up, so they were running on little chunks
of ice. So we took the pads off of three our
dogs. Buddy took the pad off his main leader
and didn’t use him the whole race. That was a
mistake... Big mistake.”
So I prompted Terry more about how he
decides to boot. He said he is not concerned
with fissures, only when pads can be cut.
This is because dogs can run with fissures,
but not bad pads.
Buddy Streeper (previously unpublished
interview in 2016):
In training, if I think I should boot, I boot.
When we head to Wyoming and Montana
to get the high altitude training, we booty
every foot, every run; whether we are going

5 miles or 50 miles. Those trails are hard on
feet and webbing because it is abrasive snow
and causes fissures. But at home, we don’t. If
that means I have to spend two or three more
days resting the team, I will do that. I don’t
like to use booties at home. I will on work on
the trail, or travel to another trail if I think it
has good conditions and I will do that in order
to stay out of the booties.
Buddy on why to mostly stay away from
booties:
I think it is better for the dogs to run on
a good trail without booties on. I think it is
really, really important to run on a good trail.
I have trained with Hans Gatt who is a world
champion sprint musher and one of the best
mid-distance competitors and four-time
Quest and Stage Stop champion, and runner
up in Iditarod. His trails are as good as North
American trails. I asked him about that, and
he said the same thing as what my dad and I
said: you need good trails. You don’t want to
have trails where dogs can get hurt. So not
only is he doing 100 mile runs, he is grooming
trails for 100 mile runs trying to make it
tabletop perfect. So I want to have good trails
and train on the best possible trails.
'So if the dogs have to take a day off for
conditions and the health of their feet, we will
give them the day off. In Wyoming, we don’t
have that option, we have to get to altitude
and we can’t groom the trails ourselves. 99%
of the time, the trails are so chewed up, you
have to booty.
'Going into the races, depending on the
temperature, a huge factor is the cold dry
snow that is very abrasive on a foot, and then
loose top snow at around freezing is also hard
on feet as well. It is also hard on the booty, you
get ice build up around the velcro - I’ve seen
4-5 snowballs the size of tennis balls around
each foot. That is what you see in Wyoming
with the freeze/thaw temperatures.
'Some runs I booty in Wyoming, some runs
I put a salve or glycerin on their feet that
repels water.

“...foot care is an
ALL-year habit.”

-Ken and Lori Chezik

Cheziks on foot care
Ken and Lori detailed their drop/racing
schedule in a previous issue and they
emphasized that foot care is an ALL-year
habit. Similar to the Streepers, the Cheziks
booty when their is any chance for fissures,
cut pads, etc. Their preventive approach and
committed focus on foot care means that they
do the necessary preventive measures to keep
feet healthy (ie: put booties/cream on before
the run). Also, they check their dog’s feet after
every run and do what is necessary to heal
any problems that come up.
Anyone who knows Ken and Lori, knows
how fastidious they are with the care of their
dogs.

Ken and Lori Chezik's list of
prevention and foot care products:
Make a habit of looking at your dog’s feet:
•
wear on pads and nails
•
swollen feet
•
fissures
•
cutting toenails
Products:
•
betadine, chlorhexiderm (hot,
soapy water, for cleaning the foot)
•
Musher’s Secret (wax)
•
Zeus Juice (oil; lasts
up to 20 miles)
•
Hunde Salbe (foot ointment)
•
Derma Cleanse (antiseptic)
•
Silver Sulfadiazine (cream)
•
Gold Bond (drying; make sure
there are no painkillers listed
in ingredients that would
show on drug testing)
•
Booties
**Don’t use anything that will harm dogs
when they clean their feet.**

“In training, if I think I should boot,
I boot. When we head to Wyoming
and Montana to get the high altitude
training, we booty every foot, every
run; whether we are going 5 miles or
50 miles.”

-Buddy Streeper
mushing magazine
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A new style of running Iditarod?
by Sebastian Schnuelle

Mitch Seavey at the beginning of the 2017 Iditarod in Fairbanks. Photo by Casey Thompson Photography

H

ow a long distance race like the Iditarod can be run, has been
a subject mushers talk about, preferably while having a beer
or two, for as long as the Iditarod has been in existence. In
the beginning, the question was if they could make it–this is not the
case anymore. In the 45th running of the 2017 Iditarod, Mitch Seavey
reached the finish line in Nome in record shattering time.
It took Mitch’s all male dog team 8 days, 3 hrs, 40 mins to pull the
oldest champion across the finish line in Nome. What can go wrong
with a lead dog named “Pilot”? Mitch had held the title of oldest
champion before. But there is a major difference. A 28-hour difference
to be exact (his 2013 championship run was 9 days, 7 hrs, 40 mins).
Shaving off 28 hours of runtime in 4 years is pretty big business.
The last time the Iditarod saw the traditional southern route was
2013. It has been a while since the tent camp in the ghost town of
Iditarod has seen any use. Due to recent route changes, the Iditarod
Trail Committee (ITC) ruled that the next two years of racing will
follow the Southern Route, passing through the villages of Shageluk,
Anvik, and Grayling, who have note seen Iditarod dogs pass through in
4 years. Twice, the race has run from Fairbanks, via Nenana, Manley
Hot Springs, and Tanana, along the mighty Yukon River, with a detour
to Huslia before rejoining the Yukon River in Koyukuk. As much as
mushers (and fans) like to discuss running strategies, lately there is
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also bar- and facebook-talk about the "third" Iditarod Route, starting
in Fairbanks.
Does an Iditarod finish from Fairbanks even count as fastest time?
Should it have an asterisk behind the finish time? My take: although
I only have snowmachined the Fairbanks route once, ask any musher
who has camped out in 40-to-50 below on the Yukon River repetitively
and whose dog teams speed dropped to 7 miles an hour along a slow,
soft trail to Huslia. They will tell you, that there is nothing easy about
running from Fairbanks. Every year Iditarod has new challenges.
Yes, the Alaska Range can have some very technical sled driving,
especially Happy River Steps and the Dalzell Gorge. How much havoc
exceptionally bad snow years can play we saw in 2014, where an
unusual number of teams had to drop out between Rainy Pass, Rohn
and Nikolai. ITC got criticized heavily for choosing that route.
Of course, in 2017 there was grumbling, why the race had chosen
to go to Fairbanks, when much of the state had seen decent snowfall?
Decent snowfall it was, but it came very late, and especially on the
North Side of the Alaska Range. Talking to my friends John and Phil
Runkle from Nikolai, they confirmed that in early winter there was no
snow whatsoever in the burn. Yet, once snow fell in mid-February the
trail ended up being great; tough gamble for ITC.
Many mushers commented on how great the trail was this year.
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Whether running Fairbanks or the traditional
southern route, it was still 1000 miles of true
adventure and hardship. The words “easy”
and Iditarod really do not work well together.
Let's come back to running speeds. Mitch
Seavey, Dallas Seavey and Nicolas Petit all
ran close to 2.5 hrs from Safety to Nome. Over
22 miles that is an average of near 9 mph.
Looking at their teams lope across the sea
ice was nothing short of spectacular. Nicolas
Petit pocketed the Nome Kennel Club Fastest
Safety to Nome Award by a mere 3 minutes,
with a runtime of 2 hrs 27 mins. Personally
I believe a new era of running Iditarod has
begun, where speed is the dominant factor,
not the pure endurance we saw 5 to 10 years
ago, where teams trotting at 7 mph for long
hours on end, would cross under the burled
arch first. In those days 10, 12 and even 14
hour runs were nothing unusual. The teams
were trained accordingly. Now teams seem to
be trained differently, much faster.
How are these top teams being trained?
Good question. Don’t think that I have those
answers, as that subject is even taboo talk
between father Mitch and son Dallas. A stand
out for both is, that neither of them shows up
in any pre-season races, be it mid-distance or
the Yukon Quest. Are the days of successfully
running both races, the Quest and the
Iditarod back-to-back, also over? There used
to be a whole group of mushers doing that,
myself included, and they'd typically finish
very well in Iditarod. Hugh Neff is still doing
it. He has now racked up 30 thousand-mile
races and won the Yukon Quest twice. Both
times opting for long, marching runs. Hugh
ran a well-structured Iditarod this year, yet
his team was traveling “Quest speed” for
much of Iditarod. Was it only the age of his
team? Today’s Yukon Quest speed, which is
notably slower than Iditarod speed, seems
much too slow to win Iditarod.
Katherine Keith and Jessie Royer also
ran both races; though, Jessie ran the Quest
different than most mushers do it. She strictly
ran the Quest as a training run. For the first
half of the Quest she rested her team more
than she ran, which is pretty much unheard
of. In the second half of the Quest, Jessie cut
her rest breaks shorter and starting reeling
in team after team. She ran the fastest ever
time up Eagle Summit to Mile 101. Eagle
Summit has stalled many teams but Jessie
zipped right over in 3 hr 46 min and took
time to take beautiful pictures on top of the
Summit. She still averaged 8.6 mph through
this notoriously tough section of trail.

Jessie sped along the last 70 miles to
Fairbanks with an astonishing overall
average of 9.1 mph (9.3mph moving average).
While she was not quite able to duplicate that
on Iditarod, Jessie has done what nobody has
done before her (at least to my knowledge, no
team has finished in top-10 with all 16 dogs) finished in 5th place with all 16 dogs. Certainly,
nobody has done it in 8 days, 13 hrs, 9 min.
It came as no surprise that this feat earned
her the Alaska Airlines Leonhard Seppala
Humanitarian Award. Jessie’s fellow mushers
also voted her for the “Most Inspirational
Musher”. Yes, it is very inspirational putting
on 64 dog booties about 20 times, much of
that in 40-below, during the first half of the
race - 1,280 booties, crazy!
A bit more number talk. All top-4 teams
including Joar Leifseth Ulsom broke Dallas’s
record from 2016, a record we all thought
impressive a year ago.
How are these records broken? What is
done different? Rest patterns come to mind.
Way back in the old days, we were talking 6
hrs on and 6 hrs off. Then mushers would
gradually cut rest and lengthen their runs.
Rests around 4 to 4.5 hrs seemed to be the
magic number for a while. In recent years
we have seen 2 to 2.5 hrs of quick rests,
especially in the later part of the race. Instead
of completely skipping a checkpoint, as was
status quo, “to make a move” and go from
Unalakleet nonstop to Koyuk for example,
front runners deploy different run and rest
patterns. That means not being afraid to stop
outside of checkpoints, even along the coast.
For such a strategy the weather plays a pivotal
role, but also knowing exactly where to take
those rests, for example, sitting on exposed
sea ice would not translate into quality rest
for a dog team.
Those short rests had to be considered in
drop bag preparation. Normally Dallas is
pretty quick in and out of a checkpoint, if he
had planned that before. When he comes into
a checkpoint where he plans to blow though,
he has his vet book in his hand and declares,
“I want to make this as quick and efficient
as possible.” It is fun to watch. This year in
Huslia, it looked like Dallas had to adapt
on the fly. He had stopped twice en route to
George Attla’s hometown. That was not plan
A and it took him a few more minutes to pack
up his groceries than usual.
Talking
about
armchair
mushing
discussions: running styles, race routes, and
oh heck yes–use of trailers and carrying
dogs! (Time to go to the fridge for another
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beverage?)
Stop me if you're heard any of these:
“This is not the Iditarod anymore if dogs
catch a ride!!!!"
"No dog that did not run the whole way
deserves the red roses."
"It’s bad for dogs, I do not like seeing dogs
in those sleds”
…and whatever else some people have
come up with.
First off, is it really bad to rest a dog? I don’t
quite understand that concept. “Those poor
dogs, who have to carry the other dogs.” What
is the difference if Dallas, who weighs maybe
150 lbs wet, puts 2 dogs in his sled weighing
50 lbs each, versus a rookie weighing 210
pounds and carrying 40 lbs of stuff Dallas
would not even consider taking along? To the
dogs pulling the sled, it does not matter what
they pull. They are pretty easy going that
way. If adding fresh, rested dogs to a team
does bring up the overall running speed, is
that a bad thing? Especially considering how
phenomenal those top finishing teams look?
Driving a fast team is a heck of alot more fun
than driving a dog team that has fallen into
the slow 1,000-mile shuffle.
Limiting the number of dogs in Iditarod,

New style of Iditarod cont'd on next page
mushing magazine
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New style of Iditarod cont'd from previous page
because two dominating mushers have
perfected the way of carrying dogs? Would
that really be the answer? Setting up a
rule prohibiting carrying dogs, especially
preventatively, could open a can of worms. It
was interesting to see the new sled inventions
after the “no dogs in a trailer” rule came
into effect. Time will tell if we see a repeat
of rule adaptations like we saw in the Lance
Mackey era, when human drug testing got
implemented, clearly targeting Lance. He
kept winning.
When looking at the outcome of a long
distance race, it always is interesting to look
at the beginning. There is a saying that the
first 2 days mirror the last 2 days. Of the
top 6 teams, 4 teams did not rest in Nenana.
Wade Marrs and Dallas traveled the slowest
of that front group with 6 hours run time. The
fastest was Joar Leifseth Ulsom with 5 hrs 18
min, and he rested for nearly 3 hours in the
checkpoint.
Wade Marrs, in his 7 th Iditarod, ran an
ambitious race, arriving first into Ruby ("Pen

Air Spirit of the North Award"). He kept
on leapfrogging into 1st place all the way to
Unalakleet, where he pocketed the "Wells
Fargo Gold Coast Award". Quite a few times,
the musher first into Unalakleet does not win
Iditarod. This year was no exception. Mitch
arrived 18 minutes behind Wade, having
camped out before the checkpoint.
In Koyuk, about 90 miles down the trail,
Mitch arrived a whopping 6 hrs 7 min ahead
of Wade. Mitch widened that gap to 14 hrs by
the time both mushers reached Nome. Very
impressive.
Training and preparation for Iditarod sets
the team up for success. Yet a major factor
is adaptation to the given circumstances,
especially trail conditions. The best laid out
plan goes out the window, if the trail turns
to well….shit. Much was rumored before the
race about excessively slow trail, because of
fresh snowfall. The trail turned out better
than anticipated at least until Tanana. From
Tanana to Ruby, it was slow going, as it was in
2015. Staying out front seemed to have been a

definite advantage.
Snowmachine traffic plays a role these days
too, especially on the Fairbanks route. On a
well-established trail, like between Ruby and
Galena a group of passing snowmachines
has little effect on a team’s traveling speed,
plus it is easy for the snowmachines to stay
off the beaten path to begin with. It is a
whole different story en route to Huslia and
Koyukuk. The trail had been put in prior to the
to the race, and then temperatures dropped
to 40-below. Underneath the “surface trail”
was granular, bottomless sugar snow. With
Mitch Seavey electing to take his 24-hr rest
in Huslia, he was able to take advantage of
that surface trail. With each passing team,
the trail deteriorated very quickly, prompting
Dallas to stop for a second time before Huslia.
Once snowmachines started catching up,
any firmness in the trail was gone, for good.
There seemed to have been a lot of “non racerelated” groups traveling this year by snogo.
Sugar snow does not set up, and the trail
stayed soft for these 160 miles.

Dallas Seavey begins the 2017 Iditarod. Photo by Casey Thompson Photography
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Some mushers adjusted to the poor trail
conditions on the fly more than others.
Looking at Jeff King, he fell way back in
standings, while giving his dogs extra rest to
mentally regroup after slow, tough runs. It is
not fun for a dog to wallow along at 6 mph, and
it does not take much for that to affect their
mental state. It can quickly translate to them
skipping a meal, igniting a downward spiral.
Jeff rested over 8.5 hrs in Huslia, which is a
pretty long rest compared to other teams. He
did the same again in Koyuk and even took
some time to visit with friends in Nulato.
Those rests dropped him to 30th place, which
he held until Unalakleet. Once conditions
improved, with a mentally-rested and sound
team, Jeff put on the afterburners en route
to Nome. To show some numbers: Jeff left
shortly behind Cody Strathe in Unalakleet.
Cody held his position all the way to Nome.
Jeff arrived 14 hrs ahead of Cody in Nome
passing a lot of strong teams, and almost
making the top 10.
As always in any race, each and every
musher would have many stories to tell, and
things can be learned from each run. It is
impossible to mention all here. Yet I do not
want to conclude this article without taking
a look at a few more teams, especially some

rookies. In general, being a rookie in Iditarod
these days is quite a bit more demanding
than, lets say, 12 years ago, when I left the
starting line for the first time myself. I made
it to Nome in 11 days, 16 hrs, 28 min in 38th
place. Thirty-eighth place this year was Karin
Hendrickson who ran an even 10-day race,
and rookie Thomas Rosenbloom came in 56th
running about the same finishing time as I
once did. That shows how much Iditarod has
sped up, not only at the front of the pack.
Fourteen new belt buckles were handed
out this year. Finishing Iditarod has been a
long-hedged dream for many rookies, like
Jimmy Lebling, who ran a team comprised
by several different kennels, investing every
penny he had into making it to Nome as his
50th birthday present.
Sebastien Vergnaud started his rookie run
with 12 dogs, because 12 dogs is all he had
available. He opted against leasing dogs, to
keep his team a cohesive unit. For much of the
race he managed to stay in the top 20. Through
a rule technicality, Sebastien pocketed the
“Jerry Austin Rookie of the Year Award”,
though Robert Redington was the first rookie
to reach Nome. They were neck-and-neck
in White Mountain and Robert pulled off a
stellar run to Safety, passing Sebastien en

route. With both barely missing the top 20,
that is quite an accomplishment, even more
so when you consider Sebastien starting with
12 dogs. Robert’s rookie finishing time would
have won him the race as recently as 2013.
Talking about Redingtons, Ryan had his
best finish to date in 14th place (“Matson Most
Improved Musher Award”, 22 places up from
2009) and Ray has been consistently in the
top 10 for many years now - Joe Redington Sr.
must be smiling from above.
Another Iditarod race is in the books. The
widow’s lamp got extinguished after Cindy
Abbot made it to Nome one day faster than
any other last place finisher before. Sixty-four
mushers arrived in Nome after having run
through some of the most beautiful country
imaginable, accompanied by their best
friends. New lead dogs were found, puppies
graduated to adulthood. When it comes to all
of rules and trail changes, in the end, does it
really matter, if the mushers run near 1,000
miles while visiting Huslia or Anvik? Carry
2 dogs or not? Call a family member on the
cellphone, if they ever do have reception? Or
does it matter more to watch beautiful, loping
dog teams cross under the burled arch looking
better than they have ever done before. Too
bad the dogs can’t talk.•
mushing magazine
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So you want to breed your own
winning sled dog team?
by Jeff Conn

L

uck of the draw is inherent in the genetics of canine reproduction.
There are millions of possible combinations from the nonfixed portion of the approximately 19,000 genes (Ostrander
and Wayne 2005) in the canine genome. It seems a daunting task to
reliably breed sled dogs that can compete at an elite level, but there
are breeding strategies and steps that can be taken to stack the odds
in your favor.

Setting goals
One of the biggest mistakes that any sled dog owner can make is to
let emotion rule decisions about what dogs to breed in their kennel. You
like a certain dog and want to have puppies that will be just like that
dog. But is that dog good enough to accomplish your mushing goals?
First you need to know what your goals are. Are you trying to win the
Iditarod? The Open North American? Skijor races? Do you want to
perpetuate your trapping, touring, or recreational team? The dogs that
excel in these different venues are genetically different (Huson et al.,
2010), as mushers have selected sled dogs that excel in these different
formats. Distance dogs have been selected to run forever at speeds
around 10 mph and slower. Open class sprint dogs have the anatomy
and physiology to average 20 mph for 20 miles. Champion skijoring
dogs are bigger than most distance and open class sprint dogs, are
powerful and fast, but mostly do not have the endurance of the former.
Recreational, touring and trapping dogs may be more laid back but are
strong and easy travelers.
After establishing the goal of the breeding program, the next
question to ask is whether there are dogs in the kennel that are good
enough to breed. One of the best pieces of advice I got early in my
career was from George Attla who told me that I should only breed
dogs that had finished the Fur Rondezvous and Open North American
in a top team. These were the races that I was aiming to do well in, but
the advice holds for any venue. If you are aiming to win the Iditarod
you should breed dogs that have finished the race in a top team. The

reason to use dogs from top teams is that they have been proven to
have the traits necessary to win. One should also pay attention to
whether the dog that you want to breed has parents and littermates
that were also in top teams. A dog that has numerous relatives with
shared desired characteristics is more apt to pass those traits to its
puppies than a dog that came from unknown parents and was the only
star in the litter. Prefer a top finishing dog as a parent over using an
unproven littermate. They may not have the desirable traits of their
more famous relative.
Hardly any dogs are perfect though and even if you are winning
races you may wish to improve certain traits in your dogs. Thus it is
important to know what traits are important for winning your race and
could be improved on by picking the right dog to breed to. Could your
pups use a little more fur? Slightly better feet? A little more speed?
Better heat tolerance? The list of traits that are important is long and
their importance depends on race venue and include: gait type and
efficiency, endurance, attitude, coat thickness, foot conformation
and toughness, heat and cold tolerance, mental toughness, size,
conformation, appetite, demeanor toward other dogs, personality
around people, susceptibility to injury and health.
Harris Dunlap, a successful open class sprint musher, developed a
list of dog traits he considered important for winning open class races
and ranked prospective parents based on those characteristics to pick
the optimal combination of parents to enhance any non-optimal traits.
Another trait that should be considered is the parents and their
ancestors aptitude for leading. Leaders can be made but are usually
born. A study I did of dogs running in top Open North American teams
(Conn, 1991) showed that leaders bred to other leaders produced nearly
three times more leaders than when two top dogs that were not leaders
were bred together. Breed leader to leader if you want more leaders.

Importance of male vs female
What is the importance of the male vs female parent? Generally
both sexes equally contribute to most
characteristics, but females contribute all
mitochondrial DNA that is the template for
energy production in cells.

“No go” characteristics
Have a list of “no go” characteristics
that would take a dog out of parenthood
contention. Fighters fall into that category for
me. Dogs shouldn’t be bred that have known
hereditary defects such as wheezing (laryngeal
paresis or paralysis), epilepsy, Alaska Husky
Encephalopathy (AHE), autoimmune disease,
thyroid disease, and progressive retinal atrophy
22 may/june
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(PRA). There are genetic tests for AHE and
PRA that can be used to screen prospective
parents. Wheezing is associated with some
dog lines with blue eyes and it is not a good
idea to breed two blue-eyed dogs together if
there are wheezers in the pedigrees.

Breeding and Pedigrees
Breeding parents that are related can
increase the chances that desirable traits
from a famous parent are passed down to
offspring. This is known as inbreeding or
linebreeding depending on the closeness
of the common ancestor in the pedigree.
While this type of breeding can increase
the chances of producing offspring like the
common ancestor, it increases the chances
that a recessive genetic defect will be
revealed because offspring are increasingly
homozygous for genes. Within a linebreeding
program breeders will do an outcross
breeding every few generations to a dog that
is from a top team but that has no common
ancestors within 4 or more generations to
bring in more genetic variation, desireable
traits, and potentially introduce hybrid vigor.
To know whether a potential breeding
will result in line breeding or outcrossing,
a 4-5 generation pedigree is a minimum
requirement. Hopefully breeders of your
prospective parents can provide such a
pedigree, but if not, it is often feasible to
reconstruct pedigrees if you can find out the
names and breeders of the potential bitch or
stud.

Stamtavla and Racedogs are especially strong
sources for information about Scandinavian
pointer crosses and distance dog pedigrees.
Mushing Magazine Superdog articles often
give information about parents of the main
dogs in top kennels. J.P Norris started and
I continued The Open North American
Pedigrees. These books contain 3-generation
pedigree information for dogs running ONAC
1980-2011 (Jeff Conn, jeffconn52@gmail.
com).
All mushers should consider entering the

pedigree information of dogs in their kennel
to these databases. They are a convenient way
to organize and remember your own pedigree
information. Other mushers may see that you
have a certain bloodline or individual and
inquire about breeding or obtaining dogs.
The pedigree information allows mushers
to see what stud dogs and bitches have been
most successful at producing top offspring
and what lines seem to have crossed well to
produce hybrid vigor. Free access to pedigree

Breed your own cont'd on page 25
Online pedigree
databases are
great resources
to plan breedings
and keep track of
bloodlines. This
pedigree is from
the Web Kennel
System found
online at dogtec.
com.

Pedigree systems
The Web Kennel System (https://www.
dogtec.com) , Stamtavla for sledehunder
(http://www.stamtavla.no), and Racedogs.
org
(http://www.racedogs.org/eng/index.
php) are online pedigree databases that
facilitate searches for parentage. All of
these sources should be consulted, as they
do not have the same pedigree information.

866-DOG-BOOT

Quality Sled Dog Equipment
Made in the U.S.A. by Mushers for Sled Dogs!
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Ecko, the cancer smelling dog
Sure this isn’t about mushing, but we couldn’t resist running this piece for our Annual Health and Nutrition issue. Dogs have an incredibly
different sensory experience than humans, and Ecko, the Labrador Retriever, illustrates the innate ability of canines to use their superior (to
humans, anyways) scent detection on early stages of cancer... If nothing else, this piece will help you understand the scent-based perspective
of canines, and better learning a dog’s point of view certainly won’t hurt your future time spent with your teammates.

A

Langdon woman will soon be one of the first people to receive
certification for training dogs how to sniff out cancer cells; and
it all started with Ecko.
Ecko, a Labrador Retriever, has been trained by her owner Liz Dick
for several disciplines of dog sports and has been competing in agility,
flyball and dock diving since 2012.
However, two and a half years ago, Ecko had to take a maternity
break from the high action world she was used to.
“I wanted to keep her (Ecko) active and focused so I searched for a
more sedate activity. We took a few courses on scent detection with
several instructors. In no time at all Ecko understood that she needed
to alert to only one specific scent. (an essential oil) She loved the game
and I then started researching different jobs that a dog’s nose could
do.”
It wasn’t until recently though, when Liz’s mother died from cancer,
that Liz decided she needed to bring her knowledge of canine scent
detection to the next level.
“Research shows that dogs can detect cancerous cells far sooner than
machines can (studies have been done since
the early 90’s). We need far more awareness
and many more certified trainers in Canada
to ensure that everyone has the opportunity
to benefit from the earliest possible cancer
detection.”
Dogs are able to smell in parts per trillion,
making the dog’s sense of smell 100,000
times more accurate than a human. A dog
smells everything in layers. As an example,
you may smell cookies, but a dog smells eggs,
flour, sugar, butter, etc. that make up the
cookies. They have the ability to layer scent
which is why they can detect your footprints
on the floor even though many other people
have walked there too.
People sometimes think that their dog is
psychic because they have to ability to “sense”
when their owner is happy or sad or anxious
or afraid. But the dog is actually smelling
tiny amounts of adrenaline that the person is
emitting, thus enabling the dog to “smell” our
emotions.
Liz will travel to California in February
to complete the certification course with the
InSitu Foundation. (dogsdetectcancer.org)
Once she returns to Alberta, she will be
24 may/june
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training her two Labradors (Ecko and Ecko’s daughter, Dana) to detect
cancer cells. However, in order to ensure a high rate of success, she
will be selecting another 4 to 6 dogs who will also be specially trained,
thus forming a multi-dog team of cancer detection sniffers.
To date, canines have been trained successfully to detect the very
early stages of prostate, breast, upper thoracic, melanoma, lung,
ovarian and bladder cancers, with an accuracy rate of 98%. This is far
superior than any machine out there. And EARLY cancer detection is
key to saving lives.
Everyone has been affected by cancer in some way, either battling
the disease themselves or knowing someone who has. Liz has found
an opportunity to be part of the solution by using her passion and
experience as a dog trainer, and to bring awareness to Alberta and
Canada of this additional arsenal available to combat this disease.
“If, through all the months and months of training, and even all
the expense this research will incur, if just ONE person’s life could be
saved because I made the effort to train the dogs to specifically detect
cancer cells; it will all be worth it.”
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Breed your own cont'd from page 23
information can only help the sport of mushing by increasing
successful breeding.

Tips for choosing breeding parents for racing (Playing the
Odds)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know what your goals are
Don’t let emotion rule your decision
Know the traits and capabilities you desire
Choose dogs from proven top mushers (consistently wins or
finishes in the top of the biggest races in your category)
Choose dogs that have run the race you want to win, or similar
races and has finished the whole race on a top team
Choose leaders to produce leaders
Choose proven dogs over unproven littermates or relatives
Choose dogs with many proven littermates as the odds of
desirable traits being passed to puppies is higher
Free dogs likely won’t have the traits to win races
- I’ve made the mistake of using a free female that was related
to a famous dog but had bad feet. Guess what? The puppies
had bad feet too. They ran great on a hard trail but didn’t
enjoy running on softer trails.

Conclusion

tend to share the traits of their parents. Thus if you want to quickly
build a top kennel, start with top dogs from your chosen race venue
because they are going to have most if not all the characteristics to
win races. Yes, it is hard to find those dogs and they are expensive,
but in the long run you save money and time. Puppies are expensive
to raise and feed. If you try to save money by breeding to dogs that are
not top-notch you may spend $1500 per puppy to raise them to two
years old and then not have the dogs you wanted. Many well-known
mushers will sell older females that ran in their winning teams. Some
will sell a top female that has been bred to a top stud in their yard. It
is also possible to split a litter with proven genetics with a top musher.
In the next two articles I will discuss why and how to determine
whether a potential breeding would result in line breeding or
outcrossing, with a discussion of the merits and the potential problems
of each mating system.
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Happy Breaks – Keeping your
dogs (and yourself) motivated
Story and photos by Miriam Körner
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I

t has been a long day on the trail; the conditions were tougher
than expected; dark is approaching. I’m cold and hungry and
want to get home as fast as I can.
“Come on guys, only a few more miles, pick it up,” I urge the dogs on.
The dogs look back, tug lines are going slack, the leaders are taking
excuses to stop. I’m getting annoyed.
“Smarten up!” I say, a bit too sharp.
Mercedes’s ears lay back and she looks like she just shrunk a couple
inches. ‘Smarten up, Miriam!’ I think to myself.
Getting upset with the dogs is not getting us home any faster. So I
stop, put my hook in and walk up the line giving each one a quick belly
rub and warm my cold fingers in their armpits in the process.
By the time I’m back on my runners I’m reasonably warm, the dogs
are back to their happy self, and we are all reasonably motivated to
tackle the last couple miles. The dogs run home as enthusiastically as
they started; no sign of tiredness.
So what happened? I failed to see the dogs needed a break –
not physically, but mentally. I had actually worn them down. My
impatience asked something of the dogs they couldn’t give me: bring
me home faster than they were capable of. My dogs know me well and
even though they might not exactly comprehend what had happened,
they sensed I wasn’t my usual self. I wasn’t the leader they expect to
be in control of whatever situation arises and so they lost their belief
in my leadership. Nothing drastic had happened, and yet, if I hadn’t
understood at that moment what I was doing to me dogs, it might have
ended up as a long battle and possible a long walk home. My biggest
mistake: I didn’t give them a happy break when they needed one – or
when I needed one.
We stop regularly on the trail – even in races – just to give the
dogs a quick break. ‘Happy breaks’ we call them. The dogs’ favourite
happy breaks are those with a snack of course, but we don’t always
snack. We stop when we
see the same dog dipping
snow several times to give
them a snow break. We stop
if we see a leader getting
unsure of decisions to give
her a mental break. We
stop when we see the dogs
getting sluggish on a warm
day to let them cool off. Not
all the dogs need breaks at
the same time, but all can
benefit if we are taking a
break for one.
If it’s early into a trip we
usually have to get off the
runners and stand in front of
the leaders. The dogs know
as long as we are off the sled
they are not going. “Take
a break” is the command
we give them. Eating snow,
laying down, rolling in
the snow, peeing, looking
relaxed all counts and gets
high praise. Lunging on
their lines, barking and

turning the team backwards finds our disapproval. When we stop we
want the dogs to take a break – physically and mentally. The more
we practice taking breaks, the better they become. It never ceases to
amaze me how much more power the dogs have even after just a short
breather.
Short breaks at regular intervals help dogs to stay hydrated,
prevents overheating, lowers their stress levels and raises their overall
performance. But the biggest benefit I always find is their mental wellbeing (and mine). Our dogs want our reassurance that we are happy
with them. A quick pat and a friendly word to each one of them gives
them that reassurance. To see their wagging tails gives me reassurance
– we all know now that we are still having fun.
If I’m not sure if a dog is getting bummed out while running I can
tell by his behaviour while having a break. If Fuzzy isn’t rubbing on the
gang line, Earl isn’t stuffing his head into the snow bank and Mercedes
is digging herself a bed, then something is wrong and we need to take a
longer break, a snack, or simply slow down – before they are too tired.
Sometimes giving the dogs a break might not be as simple as putting
the hook in and stopping the team. When breaking trail for a long part
of the day, your leaders will need a break (and your voice) even though
the going might not be physically demanding. We sometimes walk
ahead of a team for a few miles just to let them follow us instead of
having to listen to our voice commands. Our lead dog Frank easily
became stressed when breaking trail in deep snow and the team dogs
would run up on him. Letting him run loose ahead of the team gave
him a break from the pressure of the dogs behind. When the dogs are
camping out in extreme cold, we give them a break by letting them
sleep during the warmest part of the day or bringing them inside the
tent at night.
If you are in tune with your dogs’ mental and physical abilities,
and the dogs can trust you that you will give them a break when they
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Why do
dogs
howl?
by Joe Taylor
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O

ne of my favorite moments working at a sprint-racing sled dog kennel was
the daily chorus of howls. Without fail, about 20 minutes after feeding,
one dog would lean their head back, with their snout to the sky, and let
out a resounding ‘owooooah.’ Promptly, 50 or so dogs would join in - creating
a chaotically beautiful performance covering the imaginable spectrum of howl
sounds.
This daily occurrence ended up leading
to the question of why, or for what purpose,
they did this. It would be easy, and probably
right, to dismiss it as a vestigial remnant
of their wild canine ancestors. However, it
may serve a communicative function within
social domestic dogs, and has been justifiably
maintained in the vocal repertoire. So, I
wanted to dive into the science.
Some breeds of dogs are known to be
more prone to howling than others, and it
is suggested that the more ‘ancient’ breeds
(Basenji, Northern Breeds, etc.) and hounds
are the most prone. Anecdotally, relatively
similar dogs may also have different
propensities to howl - my female Alaskan
Husky/Pointer cross will only make a howllike sound on the rarest occasions, whereas
a friend’s female Alaskan husky can howl
on command. However, it is important
to understand that about 75% of dogs on
earth are “village dogs”, meaning they have
unrestricted movement and breeding, and
are left to the pressures of natural selection
within their niche. Notably, people who live
in areas with high densities of village dogs,
often experience a nightly chorus of howls. So
even if your dogs don’t howl often or at all, it
seems to be a relatively common vocalization
of the domestic dog (though less common
than their wild cousins).

What is a howl?
Put simply, a howl is a loud vocalization.
It’s high pitch and tonal quality makes it an
effective way of communicating over greater
distances. It is utilized by several wild
canids including wolves, jackals, coyotes,
and dingoes. Coyote howls contain several
individual-specific cues that can travel over
1,000 meters without any significant loss of
information, and wolf howls can resonate this
information over 10,000 meters.
Dingo howls have also shown to be distinct
to the individual, and Jackal howls “repel
intruders and attract family members,”
and their communal howls are “thought to
reinforce family bonds, as well as establish

territorial status,” Craig Sholley said in
correspondence with National Geographic.
The evidence points toward howls being
used to reunite individuals and to notify
rivals of the pack’s presence. Howls can
likely signal the canid’s size and motivation
- thereby helping defend territory. It is less
energetically costly to drive out a competing
pack with an intimidating chorus of howls
than actual confrontation, so this is an
important strategy. Furthermore, howls also
likely contain information about the sex and
physical state of the individual.
“A lone wolf will howl to attract the
attention of its pack, while communal howling
can act as a warning to rival packs to stay
away… Wolves [also] seem to howl more when
higher ranking individuals leave because
these individuals play quite important roles
in the social lives of wolves,” wolf researcher
Dr. Simon Townsend reported in an interview
with the BBC.
It is still unclear whether information in
howls is species-wide or restricted to a social
group. Theberge and Falls noted in 1967 that
restricted communication does not require
a private language, only a specific context
unique to the group – meaning the group has
their own definitions for what the universal
words mean. For example, chaps in American
English refers to a pair of leather leggings
worn by western cowboys and cowgirls, but
in the U.K. chaps just refers to your male
buddies; same words, completely different
meaning.
So we accept that howls are mainly used for
social cohesion, regrouping, and territorial
defense. Yet, it is difficult to pinpoint exactly
what different howls mean, though trends
and specific contexts can give us some big
hints. Biologist Root-Gutteridge notes, “To
my ears, a happy wolf surrounded by a pack
has a very different howl to a lone voice crying
in the wilderness, and a love duet with a mate
does not match the chorus howl made with
the new pups raising their tiny heads to the
sky.”

Why Do Dogs Howl?
Dog howls have been observed in use for
greetings, group communication, and in
response to loneliness. The many pet dogs
that will howl when left alone are reminiscent
of a lone wolf howling to reconnect with the
pack, suggesting that the howl may serve some
similar functions to the wild canids. Dogs
also often howl in response to environmental
sounds like sirens, loud music, and airplanes.
Why they do this is hard to say, other than
that they are responding to a loud sound with
a loud sound.
A quick YouTube search will reveal
hundreds of videos of pet dogs starting a
chorus, howling to sirens, and responding
to wolf howl recordings. In the book, The
Social Dog, Taylor and colleagues define
domestic dog howls as non-specific with
unclear functions, meaning there is often
not a clear reason or context to domestic dog
howls compared to their wild canid relatives.
They point to the possibility of it just being
a remnant from their wild ancestors, or because domestic dog howls are critically
understudied - the ambiguity could just
signify the need for more research.
So why do the dogs at the kennel howl in
chorus after feeding? Social cohesion makes
sense, perhaps a big ‘cheers!’ after everyone
has filled their bellies. Clive Wynne, a
psychologist specializing in wolves told the
Daily Dot, “once a dog starts howling it’s kind
of like yawning. It’s sort of infectious. The
other dogs join in even though they probably
couldn’t tell you why.”
As of now, the truest, and most unsatisfying
answer to the question, “Why dog dogs
howl?”, is “it depends.” The variability of dog
genetics and breeds, the environments in
which they live, and the high individuality
of the domestic dog pose formidable barriers
to studying domestic dog vocalizations. The
answer for the village dog might be different
for that of a Husky, which might be different
from that of a Bloodhound. It seems different
dogs howl for different reasons. Some howls
contextually resemble their wild cousins,
while other howls seem to be just for fun, or like the oft used adolescent excuse - they just
do it because everyone else was doing it.
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Training a Dog Team to be
“Forward Oriented”
by Thad McCracken

Hooking up the team for a fall training run, without leader tie-outs or helpers. Photo by Jason Wagoman.

W

hen mushers come together to race in the winter, we share
many common goals…to take good care of our dogs, to have
clean runs, and to be as competitive as we can be, given the
capabilities of our team. A careful observer of many teams will not
only see many similarities in the way different mushers manage and
race their dog teams, but will also note the differences that ultimately
define each individual musher’s “style.” For many mushers like myself,
being competitive and winning is only fun if it’s accomplished while
adhering to some self-defined “style” that makes a team unique….that
gives it a recognizable “personality.”
In his book, Mitch Seavey talks about the importance of training
a team to be “forward oriented.” Many other top musher’s teams
exhibit the “forward oriented” behavior described by Seavey in
his book. Forward oriented teams generally exhibit the following
characteristics:
•
Whether moving or stationary, every dog is always at the end of
its tugline, ready to move forward on the musher’s command.
•
Necklines are not required to keep a dog (no matter where they
are in the team) lined out and focused on moving forward.
•
They pass, and accept being passed by, other teams because
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•

•
•
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their focus is on moving forward, and not on other distractions
They pass distractions like wildlife and unexpected
disturbances in the trail with little to no interest because,
again, their focus is on moving down the trail.
They can generally be hooked-up, leaders-first, by one person,
with zero additional help, and no need to tie-out leaders
They are well behaved, and not likely to tangle, during stops on
the trail, or at checkpoints of a race.
Having a “forward oriented” team is an important part of the
Mosier Misfits “style,” and is something for which we dedicate
training time and effort each and every season. As with most
things in mushing, there are numerous ways to [successfully]
accomplish the same thing. Below I present how I approach
training forward-orientation, layed-out in a sort of week-byweek fashion, starting from our first hookup in the fall.

General Principles
I try to stick to some general guiding principles to this task, no
matter where we are on the trail, in the season, or otherwise. With
respect to forward-orientation, these principles are:
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Plan to dedicate time and effort to training your dogs to be Rough Training Plan
forward-oriented. This means you might have to spend more time
I tend to dedicate the most effort to training forward-orientation
during each training run, or cut your runs shorter so that you have early in the season, during fall training, when we are not running all
the time to focus on this aspect of your team’s performance. Arriving that far. My goal is always to have established forward-orientation well
at the trailhead with little time, and fixated on a “mileage goal” for in advance of the point where we are doing longer runs, or training
the day is a sure recipe for failing to establish the consistency that is in early season snow conditions, when not having a forward oriented
necessary to train a team to be forward-oriented.
team can actually be a safety hazard. With that in-mind, I follow
Hook up your dogs front-to-back, and unhook them at the the following basic outline in my training, with respect to forwardend of the run back-to-front. Use these times to constantly set orientation:
expectations with dogs that are “on the line”, and to reward dogs that
Weeks 1-3
meet those expectations. Some say that hooking dogs up this way puts
During these weeks, I try to train in the presence of minimum
too much stress on leaders. Mitigate this by training all your dogs to distractions. This means trying not to be hooking up around other
take their turn in lead, so that the same dogs do not always carry this teams or people. I have no dogs loose during hookup that might be a
“burden.”
distraction, and avoid situations where othernpeoples’ dogs might be
Don’t rely on a tie-out to hold your lead dogs out. They won’t loose, giving me the best control of the “environment” surrounding
learn much from being tied-out, and you will only use the tie-out hookups as possible.
as a crutch, and ultimately avoid training your dogs to hold the line
I try to orient my ATV and gangline such that no matter where I am
out. Commit to yourself and your dogs that you will consistently set during hookup, I am never far from my leaders, or really any dog in
expectations when dogs goof-off, or do not stay lined-out, and reward the team. This generally means having the gangline beside my truck,
dogs that meet those expectations.
and not strung out far in front of it. Being close to the team allows
Make your expectations very simple, and unambiguous. At me to quickly notice and correct unwanted behavior. Even better is
first, this is best done by accepting nothing other than a guitar-string having a second person to focus solely on that role, while the other
like tugline at all times. Reward only this behavior and you will train works to hookup dogs. Hook your dogs up slowly on-purpose. Do not
that behavior. Reward less clearly defined behavior, and you could be be in a hurry. Extend hookup for longer than it would normally take,
unknowingly rewarding something completely different, as far as the and always keep one eye on the dogs that are already hooked up, ready
dog is concerned. For me, this means that when we stop on the trail, to correct unwanted behavior, and to reward desired behavior.
we don’t all goof-off. It means that running without necklines is not an
Reward your dogs good behavior during a slow hookup by heading
invitation to turn around backwards, etc.
Forget about the command “line
out.” If your dogs are trained that their
“normal mode” is to be forward-oriented,
why would they need to know a command
for it?
Train all dogs in the team, not
just the leaders. Being back in the team
should not be perceived by the team as an
invitation to mess-around, or to make life
difficult for the leaders.
Expect forward-oriented behavior
no matter where you are on the trail.
This applies to hookup, to unhooking the
dogs, and to any stops on the trail that
occur in-between. Establish with the team
that there is never a time when they should
be anything but forward-oriented.
Set-up the dogs up to succeed in
easy situations, and then progress
gradually to more difficult ones. Make
sure the dog knows what is being asked,
before asking them to do it in increasingly
distracting or stressful situations. The best
way I know to teach this is to set them up to
succeed at it enough times that they learn
a behavior that is desirable, and that the
behavior becomes habit. Dogs often resort
to well-formed habits when under stress.
Once you've established good forward-oriented behavior, you can begin to "test" it by introducing distractions, such
as loose dogs. Photo by Rose Hewitt
Why not make those habits productive?

Forward-oriented dog team continued on page 33
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The versatile Sled Dog and the
versatile dog team
by Lloyd Gilbertson

D

oes the versatile sled dog exist? What does history
show us? What does the racing game look like today?
Let’s focus on how we might measure a versatile dog
team by looking at race results from different styles of racing.

Distance and Stage
Going back to 2001, Doug Swingley won the Iditarod and Melanie
Shirilla took the top spot at the Wyoming Stage Stop in 2002 out of
the same kennel.
Gwen Holdmann won the 2003 Stage Stop and husband Ken
finished 5th in Iditarod that same year with their team.

Iditarod

see how Dallas and some of the other top competitors might respond
this following season.
Dave Turner is a musher who this year chose a different path. A solid
3rd place in the Tustamena 200 behind Cim Smyth and Nicolas Petit
and just ahead of Mitch Seavey early in the year and then choosing to
participate in the ONAC late in the season with many of the same dogs
and a few borrowed to fill out his team. Did he have a fun season? I
think so.

Stage and Sprint
Buddy Streeper has dominated the Wyoming Stage Stop winning
seven of the past 8 years and gone on to win races like the Pas, Cross
Lake, Yellowknife, the Fur Rendezvous and ONAC in many of those

In Iditarod Dallas Seavey is a great example of a top musher who
in preparation for his goal of winning Iditarod eschews even middistance races. He specializes, he has chosen to focus instead on the
pace and run/rest cycle in training that he feels gives him his best shot
at an Iditarod win. Dallas father Mitch Seavey had a different run/rest
cycle in his 2017 win than Dallas and chose to run some middistance races. Those choices led to some very fast leg times
for Mitch in his 2017 Iditarod win. It is always interesting to
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years. In 2017 Buddy ran in to Roxy Wright
coming out of retirement running Arleigh
Reynolds dogs to wins in both the Rendezvous
and ONAC. Buddy finished a close second.
I asked Buddy about his training this past
season and he said that in preparation for the
Stage Stop he did some fifty-mile training
runs and a few in the forty-mile range. When
he won ONAC and set a track record a few
years back his longest training run was 22
miles. Arleigh Reynolds told me that their
longest training run for the 2017 season was
19 miles.

Limited Sprint
We can’t leave this without some mention
of limited class racing and the dogs that
end up in those top teams. I think of Jessica
Doherty’s fine dog team that had countless
wins around the country and set a track a
record in Fairbanks in the limited class a
few years back. Several of the dogs on that
team came from Buddy and Terry Streeper as
youngsters.
When I asked Terry Streeper about what

Buddy Streeper with Lina's leaders at the start of the
Pine Dale, WY stage in the 2017 Stage Stop. Lina
went on to win another Stage Stop for Streeper Kennels. Photo by John Nunnes

Forward-oriented dog team cont'd from page 31
out on a short, fun run. Take breaks on the
run and get off the ATV, walking the line to
pet each dog, or to water the dogs. Do not
allow dogs to “circle back” to get attention
before you get to them. If they do, gently line
them back out, but do not shower them with
attention (since they just did something they
were not supposed to do).
At the end of the run, stop with your lead
dogs just short (by a few feet) of the truck.
Nearly all sled dogs want to get all the way to
the truck, so stopping just short set them up
to succeed at this early phase. Praise all the
dogs, and then unhook them from the back of
the team forward. Require your lead dogs to
hold the team out to the end. Do not waiver
on this. As with hookup, take your time at this
stage, even going purposefully slower than
you normally would to unhook the team.
Weeks 3-4
Once your dogs have started succeeding
in easy situations, you can start to make
things more difficult. During hookup, now

factors are involved in producing a winning
dog team. His short answer was 65% training,
35% genetics. I would add this caveat, genetics
is a foundation factor, no matter what else
you might do you will never produce results
beyond what your dogs are genetically capable
of. Competitive sled dogs must also be fed the
very best diet and get the best possible care.
Neither will the best-bred sled dogs be able to
run beyond their nutrition and training.
In my research, it appears that the best
measure of solid genetics in sled dogs are
the open class sprint races. The top Fur
Rendezvous and ONAC dogs have the right
combination of speed and endurance to go in
any direction. Breeding the best of these great
athletes and then selecting carefully over
some generations has produced top Iditarod
and Quest as well as limited class sprint and
stage racing teams. You would have a difficult
time finding winning dog teams in any venue
that do not go back to the top open teams
genetically. From there you must select for
the primary focus of your racing goals and
proceed accordingly.
I asked Buddy what his thoughts were
on racing different distances and what was
required from a dog. His opinion is that wellbred racing dogs can go at near top speed
for a maximum of twelve miles. Beyond
that distance, it is important to pace dogs

appropriately for your race distance. An
evenly paced race is his goal. Buddy feels
that a 50-60 pound male and a 45-52 pound
female is a good target weight for his Stage
and Open Sprint racing. Bigger dogs can be
a good choice for limited class races and the
occasional smaller dog who is a great leader
will sneak into his lineup.
My conclusion is that the versatile sled
dog is alive and well. If you are in the market
for some dogs or looking to breed some of
the dogs you have now, choose carefully for
the traits that are most desirable for your
purposes. If your goal is the Iditarod, talk to
the top Iditarod competitors. If you want to
sprint, talk to the top sprint racers. They have
gone through a good share of that selection
process for you. Take the very best care of
them and train with a goal in mind. At almost
every distance the winning dog teams are
running an evenly paced race. Train your
dogs to do that, then race like you train.
Realistically there are only a handful of
people who have the combination of time,
money, and desire to compete at the very
highest level in this sport. But there is plenty
that can be learned from these top competitors
that can help you and your dog team. Don’t
be afraid to strive for your personal best. Put
together your very best plan and then insert
life. Have fun! •

you can start to position your quad in front of
your truck (instead of beside it), so that your
leaders are further away from you when you
hook them up and then walk away to get the
next dogs. Some dogs will immediately try
to circle back to the truck. Expect this, and
reinforce the behavior that is required of the
lead dogs in this situation.
At the end of training runs, finish where
your lead dogs are beside your dog truck,
instead of just short of it. Reinforce that
even in this situation, dogs still on the line
need to be forward-oriented, until they are
unhooked. Still minimize distractions that
these dogs deal with, by not letting dogs loose
before or after a run.
Weeks 5-6
By this time, most teams are fully aware
of forward-orientation, and exhibiting the
behavior on a regular basis. Start to “test”
this by putting them in increasingly more
distracting situations, and treating each as
a training opportunity….an opportunity to
reinforce that the presence of new distractions
does not change the expected behavior of

your team. Things to try at this phase are:
•
Hookup
around
other
teams,
progressing to hookup immediately
beside other teams (as would happen
in a crowded race parking lot).
•
Stopping on the trail in the vicinity of
other teams.
•
Ending runs by having your team
run slightly past your truck, and then
unhooking them back-to-front.
•
Even having some dogs loose while
you hookup (or unhook) your team.

Conclusions
Once you have achieved a forward-oriented
behavior within your team, you will find that
with each season you have only to take a
handful of early runs to “refresh” the team’s
behavior. Eventually, you’ll forget how much
work you spent training your team to be
forward-oriented, and only remember how
easy it is to have that behavior in your team.
Good luck!
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interview

exclusive

talking trail running,
Reality TV, and training your
dogs to be ready for anything
with Jessie Holmes

Recently, fellow musher Dave Turner
and I sat down with Jessie Holmes
to talk his most recent breakthrough
race season. We hope you enjoy.

DT:
JH:

Tell us about your Kobuk 440
race.
The Kobuk 440 is a dream race of
mine that I’ve always wanted to
run, but never felt prepared for. This year, I
was able to go to the Kusko and race a tough
race and learn a few things. I knew with the
number of dogs I had that were healthy after
the Kusko, I could go to the Kobuk 440 with
the sole intention to have my best race todate.
With the Kusko under your belt,
and heading into the Kobuk 440,

JW:
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what was going through your mind as far as
training goes?
I definitely trained different for
the Kusko, with the team being
younger and my experience level being
smaller. After that race, I knew what I needed
to do to prepare the dogs for the last big runs
of the race - two 90 mile runs. It would be
warm out, so I knew I had to train the dogs to
have tougher heads for those situations.
Instead of training at my normal 12-13
mph, I clocked them in at 10.5 mph average
and I did a lot of consecutive runs. 3 weeks

JH:
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photo by Henrik Vikse
before the race I ran 600 miles, where the dogs were
hardly ever out of harness in those two weeks. I did
some longer runs than I was comfortable with. I
helped prepare them to understand that after every
run, there is another rest and I was going to take
care of them and we were going to go again.
So once I got to those two last runs out of Selawik,
I was going to run another long run, then I will take
care of them and they will get another rest. My
rests weren’t short in those training runs because I
wanted them to have a positive attitude, sometimes
I would camp all night. I never took them out of
harness, whether it was 50 miles, 60, 80, or 120

miles.
My longest run of that training period was up to
Pike’s and back (Nenana to Fairbanks). I stopped fed
them, put jackets on them, went and had a burger
and a beer, came back out and went back to Nenana.
For people who aren’t from the area,
can you explain what that run is like?
The terrain is similar to the Kobuk 440,
with the wide open expanses. I live on
the edge of the Minto Flats and on the Tanana River
and that helped me mimic the Kobuk 440. What
I didn’t know, is the number of hills in Kotzebue.
Luckily, I had the intuition to do one of my training

DT:
JH:

Interview with Jessie Holmes cont'd on next page
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Interview w/Jessie Holmes cont'd from prev page
runs in the White Mountains and on the
Denali Highway. The dogs seemed to excel on
the uphills of the race, which was critical. I
would run on the river because the conditions
are always questionable and I could run a big
string of dogs. I had 17 to 18 in my pool and
I knew I was going to take the best 12 of that
group to the Kobuk.
Mostly I focused on dog care: taking care of
their feet, making sure their joints were okay.
It helped instill the confidence that no matter
how long the run, I’m always going to take
consistent care. It takes the mystery out of it
to the dog and puts the trust in you.
What would the runs be of the
peak of training between the
Kusko and the Kobuk?
600 miles in two weeks was
the peak of my training and the
longest run was close to 120 miles straight
through at about 10.5 mph pace. I don’t use
a gps, but I use known mileages and I always
have a stop watch.
How long before the race was
that?
That was a two week period that
finished one week before the race.
Then I went into rebuilding mode. I tend to
train really hard, and then give them a lot of
time off. Not just sit on the chain, I load them
up, bring them to the river, and let them run
around for hours. Play with them, rub them
down, focus on team bonding. I only did
one 10 mile run the week before, and one 40
mile run on the Denali Highway on the way
down from Fairbanks to Anchorage to catch a
flight to Kotzebue. On that run on the Denali
Highway, I stopped holding them back to 10.5
and I let them go as fast as they wanted. They
were hitting speeds of 14 mph uphills. These
dogs were happy and peaking and I didn’t
need to do anything else but show up to the
race.
When you went out to Kotzebue,
can you explain what it’s like
running a team in such wide expanse as the
tundra?
The one thing about the open
tundra in the Kobuk 440, is you
cannot escape the heat. The heat of the day (at
this time of year, in April) doesn’t let up at 2
or 4 pm, it stays until 7 to 8 pm. So there is no
way to avoid the heat of the day. So building
strategy is all about when you do choose to
run in the heat of the day. If you do it at the
wrong time, I think that’s going to cook your
team and you will have a slow finish.

DT:
JH:
DT:
JH:

JW:

JH:
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It’s the exposure to the sun that
makes it hot, right?
There is nothing but white
expanse, so the sun is reflecting
off everything onto the dogs and you. You get
a sunburn out there. So it’s one of the biggest
challenges of that race because when the heat
comes out, the trail starts falling apart.
Did you do anything before the
race to prepare for that?
I trained in the heat of the day and
rarely ran at night. As much as I
thought about the heat, there is nothing you
can do to prepare for the heat of the arctic.
They need a lot more water, and more stops
for time to cool down and eat snow. Every
time you stop, you are rebuilding the dogs.
I’m curious about how you went
about developing your race
strategy for the Kobuk 440.
There are good websites for the
Kusko 300 and the Kobuk 440.
When I’m not mushing, I spend all my time
on the computer or on my smartphone for the
best times in the race and Jeff King’s times
have been the best times in the Kobuk. The
first part of the race will sort itself out so once
I get onto the last few runs, I really need to
know if I’m on pace. So the last two 90 mile
runs, I had those times instilled in my head…
Those are the two best runs in my life; I
couldn’t believe how amazing those 9 dogs
were.
I set myself up with 6 hours of rest between
the two 90 mile runs, which was critical. I
was able to give an honest rest, and the teams
that were chasing me got pinned in the heat of
the day on that run. I’m out beating the heat,
getting out of the sun.
One of the things I’ve heard you
say before, is the back-to-back
90s at the end of the race were successful
because of the 6 hours of rest you took, which
was more than your competitors.
When I was looking at all the
times, I was lucky that my friend
Chuck Schaeffer stayed with me for a few
days, before he left for Kotzebue (editor’s note:
Chuck travelled from Nenana to Kotzebue by
dog team this spring). We were shooting the
bull and he said something about, “you know,
sometimes I wish I had 6 - 6.5 hours of rest
in Selawik.”
He didn’t tell me to do that, but a lightbulb
went off. I looked back at old races and teams
were taking 4 hours or sometimes 3.5 hours
of rest in the hardest push in the race. So I
had to cut rest somewhere, and if you have a

DT:
JH:
DT:
JH:

JW:

JH:

team in shape enough to win this race, they
should be able to do the first 75 miles like its
nothing. So I rested my 3 hours there and I
also gave them a 20 minute blow in Noorvik,
that is only 55 miles in, that allowed me to sit
for 20 minutes in the heat of the day while my
competitors pushed through it, while I was
getting water, food and shaded rest to the
dogs. I think that 20 minute rest was critical
to my success.
You keep mentioning, “the heat
of the day, the heat of the day”
and you mentioned you stopped for a lot of
water breaks, how often?
I was stopping a lot on the first 55
miles on the trail because I was so
fast that I had an obvious speed advantage
over the other competitors. So I just kept
stopping and let them eat snow. So I had
extensive breaks, while maintaining a lead,
while the dogs were eating snow. I was feeding
every 2 hours at that point. In Noorvik, they
drank a whole bunch of water, it was baited
with a bit of meat. I really keyed in on water.
One of my big mentors, Gerry Riley, has
always preached to me how much water
the dogs need. A lot of people tend to feed
a soaked kibble to get water, I feel like they
need straight fish, or meat-baited water. I
brought yogurt containers because they were
spilling too much out of the other bowls and
that was great. I got 2 quarts of water in them
in Noorvik.
When you are talking about
frequent rests, are you talking
every 20-30 minutes?
I’m just not that good about being
formatted, I just read the dogs. If
the dogs’ performance is going down a little,
I stop and that is what keeps them fast and
happy.
It is not a drive-athon for me, it’s all about
the dogs and telling me what they need. I
run dogs the way the dog tells me it wants to
be run. If they want to go fast and they are
happy, I let them go. The dogs know how to
regulate themselves, at that point they had
4,000 miles of training. Sometimes I have to
override that.
It sounds like you prepared for the
terrain, heat for the Kobuk 440
and prepared a rest schedule for them and
let them run what they wanted in the race.
I didn’t change any of my rest
schedule, but I was very adaptable
to whatever the dogs looked like they needed.
At one point on the Kobuk loop, a 75 mile
loop, it was the toughest run of the race. I

JW:

JH:

JW:
JH:

DT:
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Jessie Holmes has spent many years living a subsistence lifestyle that revolves around harvesting salmon for his dogs. You can follow more of Jessie’s adventures on the
National Geographic’s “Life Below Zero” documentary. Photo by Jayme Dittmar
picked that run to go out in the heat of the
day, instead of the run to Selawik. It was a
gamble and the dogs did struggle on that run.
Every hour I stopped and fed them whitefish
and soaked Red Paw. I don’t feed Red Paw
usually but it soaks well.
Every stop I took was in the shade because
if you stop in the sun, they keep building up
heat. Those seem to boost their energy up.
That was a tough run for me and it was in the
middle of the race.
There was a really competitive
field with past champions, top
Iditarod and Quest contenders. Did racing
against any of those guys have an impact on
your strategy?
As I learn more and more, I stop
paying attention to names. The
one thing I saw when I signed up for the
Kobuk 440 was this is a very competitive
lineup who have a giant base from running
Iditarod. That is what is known to win this
race. I looked at this as my opportunity to
show the world what this dog team is capable

DT:

JH:

of because I knew the kind of dog team I was
driving.
I used to be affected by what other people
were racing, but I stuck to my race strategy.
Maybe I wasn’t always sure about it, like in
the last run where Jason Mackey left 25
minutes ahead of me. Nic and Wade were
never really that far behind. If you fall apart,
a lot of people will catch you.
As you mentioned, a lot of people
think you need Iditarod base to
do well in this race. Well the second and third
place Iditarod teams were there and well …
Going into the race, I definitely
had it in my mind how great Nic
Petit’s team looked coming across the Cape of
Nome. When you see his team loping at 13-14
mph that late in Iditarod, you know you are
racing against the best. He also came off a
Kobuk 440 win as a rookie the year before. It
was an honor to follow in his footsteps and do
the same thing he did. He was first into every
checkpoint the year before, and won the race
and “Rookie of the Year” and so was I.

JW:

JH:

DT:
JH:

So you had a major win against
top competitors, does this make
you re-evaluate your future plans?
It has changed my confidence level
in my team and the direction I am
going in the sport. This is shaping up to be a
great group of dogs, so I decided that after
this season I will run Iditarod next year. So
my new goal is to race the 2018 Iditarod.
What is your goal as far as
placement?
It is hard to say because a 1000
mile race is completely different
but I’m going to train to win the race. I’m
going to study it like I did the Kobuk 440 and
shoot for 3rd place, the highest ever rookie
finish. How am I going to do that? Well, I’m
going to race with guts. No guts, no glory.
The future’s looking bright for
Can’t Stop kennels, but let’s start
from the beginning.
I’m originally from Alabama. I
ran away from home at a young

JW:
JH:
JW:
JH:
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bags. (laughs)
But I had a dream, a vision and I
knew how I wanted to live. I started
working and saving every penny,
started getting dogs. I have a thing
for problem dogs. If someone else
was having a problem, I felt like I
could work them through it.
This was when I got a dog out
of Swingley’s Peppy and a Yuksi
x Kanga dog, the same cross
as Salem of Jeff King’s, named
Magell. I didn’t know what I had
then, but I knew I liked those dogs.
I crossed a trapline wolf breed I
had, and Magell was my leader.
Knowing
your
backstory a bit, can
you talk about your time on the
trapline in Eagle, AK?
I lived 22 miles out of
Eagle, on American
Summit, where the winds are
horrendous. It is part of the Quest
trail. A lot of my experiences
earlier on, were with dealing with
harsh conditions. It would get -40,
-50, sometimes even -60F below
and we would have to keep the
trail in every day because it would
get blown in.
I lucked out and I had some
great folks, Wayne and Scarlett
Jessie Holmes ran a competitive ONAC in 2016, after breaking the Quest 300 record earlier that year, with mostly the same
Hall, and their son Matt Hall, who
dogs. Photo by Casey Thompson Photography
just went onto become a Yukon
Quest champion. He was only 16
more trains and ended up in Dawson City. It
Interview w/Jessie Holmes cont'd from prev page
when I lived out there. Wayne convinced me
was
such
a
unique,
amazing
place
because
age and I got into some trouble for awhile.
to go out on the trapline. I’d go out for 4-5
I was jumping freight trains and travelling it felt you were in the old “Wild West”. Then
days and leave my girlfriend home in the
I
went
to
Inuvik
and
worked
in
a
fish
camp
around and being influenced by plenty of bad
wilderness and we’d have a blast running
with
some
native
folks.
When
I
went
back
to
influences.
dogs through big summits and through
Dawson
City,
I
wanted
to
stay
there
for
the
I ended up in jail at 18, and I was thinking
crazy trails on traplines with way little snow.
winter.
I
met
a
trapper
and
his
wife.
He
had
that I needed to change this around. My true
Wayne had an affinity for training leaders
run
the
Yukon
Quest
seven
times
and
he
had
love has been to be out in the wilderness. I
so talking to Wayne and Matt, who grew up
a
45
mile
trapline
up
the
Yukon
River.
moved north into the Rockies, then I moved
running dogs, I really learned a lot about
Right
away
I
was
in
love
and
immersed
into Montana and learned the trade of a
leader training. When you are in the open
in
a
bush-Alaska
lifestyle:
running
a
fish
pipefitter building radiant heat systems. The
Yukon river country, you have to have serious
wheel,
making
wood
boats,
breeding
and
guy was also an avid hunter and trapper and
leaders. Bad conditions are going to slow most
maintaining
a
trapline
team,
fishing
and
Vietnam veteran. These folks really took me
people down, but if you are one of the people
hunting.
My
first
run,
I
had
a
strong
feeling,
under their wing and they took me in for
that it doesn’t slow down, you are going to win
like
nothing
ever
in
my
life,
that
I
was
going
to
the winter. They were instrumental to my
the race.
be
doing
this
the
rest
of
my
life.
development.
Let’s fast forward a bit, when I
Where
did
you
move,
when
you
I always had a dog. My first dog was named,
met you, you were just off Rookie
first
came
to
Alaska?
Freedom. She used to jump trains with me.
of the Year at the Open North American, so
I
first
showed
up
in
Fairbanks,
Well, there was a lot of snow, so I thought I
it was -40F prior to the Yukon you had transitioned from trapline to sprint,
could use him to pull a sled and haul stuff. She
Quest
start.
It was a tough time to show up in what are some of the invaluable lessons that
was a hound/German Shepherd/Rottweiler
Alaska,
with
nothing but hopes and dreams, you learned from sprint?
mix.
and
a
backpack
full of two unworthy sleeping
I ended being allured to the north and jump
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JH:
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JH:

My friend Joee Redington, Jr.
always asked me, what kind of
racing are you doing this week? (we all laugh)
I kind of went with it. Any kind of race I
could get into, I thought was going to be a
good experience. I knew my goal was going
to be long distance. That is what I’m good
at. I’m good at being in the woods, and good
with dogs over the long haul. I thought, if I
can do sprint races, I can build an advantage
of learning something that other distance
mushers aren’t focusing on. So I learned a
whole bunch by not restricting myself.
I raced North American and other 200
and 300 mile races in the same season
twice now. The second time, I had a really
respectable finish so I’m getting a much
broader understanding of what these athletes
are capable of. I’m starting to not listen to
other people now, I’m starting to go off my
ultramarathon/trail running background
and changing the way the sport’s run.
Let’s
talk
about
your
ultramarathon experience. I’m
not sure if people know this about you, but
you have won the Equinox Ultramarathon, a
40 miler.

JW:

JH:

Yeah, that is the pinnacle of my
own racing. When I first started
running, I ran the Annihilator in Nenana,
before I lived there.
The Annihilator sounds, crazy,
what was the format?
It is a 7 mile trail race up a steep
hill. I didn’t place high, around
9th I think. I had a blast, and I knew I could
learn so much about dog racing. This was 6
years ago so I already knew I wanted to be a
professional dog racer. So I needed to learn
what it was like to be a dog myself and that’s
how I started running. I got addicted and
changed my lifestyle.
There came a year where I ran 18 races,
from 5k to 40 miles. My longest training
runs were 12 hours. If you can do that,
you can understand what a dog is going
through. I swept the Northern Trail Series of
7 races. Then I went on to win the Equinox
ultramarathon.
Ever since then, I have been keying off my
experiences with my dogs. Before, I wanted
to set plans and stick to them because I’m
stubborn. From my running experience, I
know that if you ask too much at the wrong
time, they aren’t going to bounce back.

DT:
JH:

Overtraining is the worst thing you can do.
You’d be better off showing up to races undertrained and healthy. Sometimes I have crazy,
elaborate plans to run hundreds of miles with
my dogs, and I see one acting funny, I change
the plan. I am willing to change the plan at
any point.
How does the experience of
running yourself going through
the emotions and waves physically and
mentally, how does that impact you?
A 5k is plain and simple: run as
fast as you can.
5k is one of the toughest because
you are redlining the whole time.
I’ve never excelled in a 5k. I don’t
have the mentality for it but I excel
in long runs over mountains and through
streams. 50 mile runs or 12 hour runs. There
is always a high followed by a low, repeat.
Well in dog racing, it is the same thing.
The key for me is to be level because they
lean on me. I can’t be too high or too low, I
have to be solid. In the Kobuk 440, I hit the low
on the Kobuk loop, the only low of the whole
race. I believe that emotional nourishment
is key to any long-distance athlete. They

DT:

JH:
DT:
JH:

Interview with Jessie Holmes cont'd on page 41
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Need more mushing?

go to mushing.com to
✴ purchase back issues
✴ subscribe or renew
✴ and more!
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Interview w/Jessie Holmes cont'd from page 39
have to be able to lean on me at any point.
75% of the way through a run,
sometimes you feel burnt, until
you hit a second wind. How do you beat that
with your dogs?
In the past, I’ve been guilty of
pushing too hard because of my
competitive attitude. I push myself way
harder than I push the dogs because I signed
up for it. I usually run myself into the ground.
You just have to keep it fun. At some point,
you will hit a low, but I would way rather show
up to the start line with a happy team than a
team that hit all their mileage and weren’t as
happy.
I’m looking at feedback everyday from
these guys, like a coach, you’ve got to train
them hard, but not past the line.
During the race, what cues are
looking for in the dogs that you
are going to fast or you are holding back too
much.
I stop a lot. If I have 4-5 dogs
barking within a minute, I know
they are good. So I key off those dogs and
my training. If a dog isn’t pulling or is gaited
differently, something is up. If a dog eats

DT:

JH:

DT:

JH:

everything and doesn’t eat a meal, big red
flag.
Being able to assess injury and burnout
is critical for a long-distance musher. Know
them intimately well and know to drop them
or treat them.
Your fans might actually know
you from your TV show, tell us
about it.
Life Below Zero is on National
Geographic. It recently was
awarded an Emmy for cinematography.
It is popular throughout the world. It is a
documentary series on 5-6 different people
and their individual struggles living in
Alaska. Any of us tough Alaskans know, it
isn’t always easy up here.
It gave me a cool outlet to let me do what I
love, a subsistence lifestyle with my dogs.
How much of the show is focused
on your dogs and racing?
Not much on racing, it is more
about the lifestyle, my personality
and positivity when things get hard and push
through.
It is a very big platform to show the world
how I deal with tough conditions and the
Alaskan lifestyle. It is also a great way to

DT:
JH:

DT:
JH:

share and promote the sport of dog racing.
When we watch the show, are we
watching a normal day in the life
of Jessie Holmes?
I don’t candy coat anything, so it’s
the raw deal. It covered some of
my struggles when they first found me up to
not the top, but a good place to go from.
A lot of your past racing
experiences have been living and
racing in native communities. Can you talk
about this?
I have been blessed to travel
around villages throughout Alaska
and race dogs. I have met many elders whose
life has revolved around dogs. This is a big
part of why I joined George Attla’s ACHILL
program to promote the regrowth of dog
mushing in native communities.

DT:
JH:
DT:

JH:

JW:
JH:

Thanks for your time.

You’re welcome.

YOU SPEND A LOT OF TIME & EFFORT TRAINING YOUR TEAM. WHY LEAVE THEIR NUTRITION TO CHANCE?

OPTIMIZE
THEIR
POTENTIAL!
ANNAMAET HAS BEEN STUDYING WORKING DOGS FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

Made with human grade chicken, salmon,
or buffalo, our products are GMO free.
Chelated minerals & optimum levels of
Omega 3 fatty acids support the immune
system.
L-carnitine helps maintain lean muscle
mass & increases fat metabolism.

Reward your team with Annamaet’s
Canine Companion Treats!

You don’t have to be out-fed
with our supplement line!

Visit annamaet.com to see our complete product line
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superdogs
jessie
descriptions by Jessie Holmes
photos by Henrik Vikse

Jessie Holmes has been around dog mushing
for a few years, but the last few he has put
together the pieces of a solid mid-distance
team. He won the Quest 300 in 2016 and this
past race season, he placed in the top five at
the Kusko 300 and won the Kobuk 440 in record
time as a rookie. We met up with him at his home
training grounds in Nenana, AK to talk about
his accomplishments, training and next year’s
plans. While he is relatively new to the winner’s
circle, if I was a betting man, I think he is going
to keep turning heads over the next few years.

holmes
Kobuk 440 Champion

(check out exclusive interview on page 34!)

Flash ♂
5 yrs

JAZZ ♀

Rosa (Holmes) x Austin
She is my main breeding female. Her litters have 100 percent success
rate and she is the mother of 4 litters. She is a 3-day ONAC finisher. She
is a super fast trotter and driving loper; looking forward to
crossing her with more males.
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Corneal (M. Seavey) x unknown (M. Seavey)
I got Flash from Jody Potts and her kids. He is a main
leader who finished Quest 300 in single lead then
turned around and led all three days at the ONAC. Not
only a super valuable race dog, he adds the toughness to
his kids as he’s the father of 10 yearlings and the “Triple
Threat”: Titan,Thor and Zeus.

9/8/17 1:34 PM

Jazz Offspring
Basin ♂
2 yrs

Jazz (Holmes) x Panther (Holmes)
Little Basin (and his two siblings) ran with
Chuck Schaefer from Nenana to Kotzebue
before the 440. He then made his debut racing
this year with Jeff King in the Kobuk 440.
He is sweet-natured and trots super fast. I’m
expecting great results from him in the coming
season!

The "Triple Threat"
Titan ♂

Jazz (Holmes) x Flash
Titan is a super leader, like all his brothers. He
is extremely tough and finished every race he’s
entered. He has tons of speed, whether loping
or trotting. The “Triple Threat” has been paying
the bills since their yearling year!

Zeus ♂

Jazz (Holmes) x Flash
Zeus is by far the most outgoing of the “Triple
Threat” always towards the front of the team
pushing the pace. He is an amazing leader,
often used in single lead for navigating
challenging terrain. He has a beautiful split
blue eye!

Thor ♂

Jazz (Holmes) x Flash
Super loyal and intelligent. He is a great leader
and he can really run fast. He was a leader in
the ONAC and never missed a meal and is one
of my most beautiful dogs!

3 yrs

3 yrs

3 yrs
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Dogs from Jeff King:
Kors ♂
3 yrs

Vespa (King) x Ebb (King/Donoghue)
Kors finished every race this year. He loves
speed and has a super competitive attitude
and he can’t stand being behind another team.
He was my MVP in our record breaking Kobuk
440 win by leading the whole race. He has
gained a ton of confidence this season and will
be a force to reckon with next year.

Torrent ♂

Young ♂
4 yrs
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Flow (King/Donoghue) x Bailey (King)
Slow to mature and I almost sold him to 2
different mushers. I’m glad I kept him because
he went on to finish Kusko and Kobuk this year.
He’s a jumper and always screams to go, even
at the finish line. He loves leaving campouts
and checkpoints.

Skeeter (King) x Coltrane (King)
Total power house - all spirit and attitude.
He doesn’t just get off the straw to leave a
checkpoint, he launches off and goes into a
fury of loud barking. He never fails to give
everything he has and still recover. Can’t stop,
won’t stop is his motto. I can’t wait to see his
offspring.

2017
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Prada ♀
3 yrs

Emmit ♂
1 yrs

Vespa (King) x Ebb (King /Donoghue)
Prada is my smallest dog but has a giant
heart and sprint speed. She has finished
Copper Basin, Denali Doubles and Kobuk
440 with Jeff King. She is definitely one to
watch in the future. I recently bred her to
Jeff King’s Bailey.

Barnum (King) x Zig (King/Donoghue)
Emmit is a new addition to the kennel. He
finished the Tustumena 200 and the Kobuk
440 with Jeff King. He turns two in August and
he loves running in lead and only knows one
speed - charge!

Jasmine ♀
3 yrs

Kroner (King) x Zig (King/Donoghue)
This tiny little girl gets crazy to go out of every camp and
checkpoint. She just goes nuts and wakes up the whole
team and ever team around her. She has tons of speed;
definitely a key dog in my Kobuk 440 win.
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barnum x clipper

Mammoth ♀
3 yrs

Barnum (King) x Clipper (King)
Giant sweetheart and always solid. She tends to be a hard
driver, great eater, and has a great coat. She can often be
found sleeping on the floor or couch with her mom Clipper.

Mega ♀
3 yrs

Jumbo ♂
3 yrs
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Barnum (King) x Clipper (King)
All get up and go, she loves loping along and driving the
team’s speed. She is a Kusko and Kobuk finisher and the
mother of some awesome yearlings.

Barnum (King) x Clipper (King)
The biggest dog in the yard at 85 pounds but is extremely athletic. He
was a main dog in the Quest 300 win. He has amazing top end speed
as he raced in my ONAC team and it was like he was driving the whole
team. He missed the key races this year with minor injuries. I’m
looking forward to having him healthy and in big races next year
because he’s as strong as 3 dogs!
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Comanche ♀
4 yrs

Rosa (Holmes) x Austin
Comanche was slow to mature and had some goofy quirks. I dropped
him in a 200 mile race and at the last checkpoint in the Quest 300. This
year, he went finished a very tough Kusko 300 and definitely was
worth the patience. He is a leader sometimes, if he chooses.

Archer ♀
3 yrs

Perseus (Cadzow) x unknown (Cadzow)
High energy and extremely tough but has been a problem dog in the
past. I always saw potential in him, even after he quit on me in training
twice. I didn’t give up on him and he finished the Kobuk in record time.
He is great loose dropping and free running now.
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